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Youths To Enlist
Irs. Ella Erskine. Mrs. Helen Frsdne, and Mrs. Christina Alb
• erved tiie dinner. The next met t-

n(4 «’ H ,Jt 11 P^hic at Mrs Violetta
Reed s hi.nie.
1 ll Club Notes

Huber, agricultural exten
■ion tiigiueer, gave a uenion.strat
lion on ' The Repaying and Ad
M. G.

justing ol Mowing Machines" for
die Hatchet Mountain 4 11 boys of

Hope. June 3.
The Sm ’ing Sewing and Ama
teur Farmers 4 H clubs of West
Rockport gave several demonstra
tions at the local Gian:........ leeting
June 1
Walter Andrews and Heibcrt Hurme gave a demonstration
du
Transplanting”; Daniel An
drews and
Henry
Kontio. Jr
1 Candling anti Grading of Eggs";
William Annis. "Insect Control
Charlene Heald, "Cocoa Syrup’;
Nancy Andrews "Making a French
Seam."
The Chewonki boys tf Wiscasset
met June 3, at the home of theii
leader. Percy Hodgdon. The bo>
learned how lo keep their record
sheets.

The Georges’

Valley

boys

of

Watren learned how to make row
larkePs at. their meeting. May 29
Mr
Fare Moore, assistant leadei
of the club was in charge.
The Happy-go-Luckies girls club
f Warren are selling wax paper to
am money for the club.
At a
meeting. May 28, at the home ol
their leader Mis. Ralph Crockett,
girls studied the "Nutritional
ue of Cereals."

five a supper, June 19 after the
meeting. The wot thy matron re
quests the officers present to start
[he meemg at 7 3D sharp.
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m

Second Claaa Mali Matter

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 16,1942

By The Courter-Qaaette, 465 Main St.

HER PUPILS HAD THEIR SAY

Uncle Sam’s Call Is Re
minder of What Happened
And What a Rousing Reception The u Alumni”
In the Civil War

Gave Anna E. Coughlin Last Night

Uncle Sam’s call for the 18 to 20ytar elds to register the latter part
of cie month brings to mind a went;f. mg us to the average ages of the • This city paid heart-filling tribute Katherine Veazie, secretary and
Suiting men in previous wars. A to a well-loved teacher-friend last Mrs. Eleanor Tibbetts Johnson,
member of cne of the patriotic ornight when the Rockland High treasurer. The executive board in,,an zations, Edwin Libby Relief
' eludes Mrs. Charlotte Cross HopC :p-, supplies this list which ap- School Alumni Asscciation staged i kins, Joseph Emery, Sr., M. M.
j Anna E. Coughlin night with the j Gxiffin and Misses Ruth Seabury
,es tc the Civil War;
25 men—10 years old
, auditorium filled to the bursting ; and Pearl Borgerson.
38 Men—11 years old
point. Miss Coughlin’s impromptu
The gaily decorated gymnasium
225 men—12 years old
talk, characteristically rich in sane w’as the scene of a social hour with
320 men—13 years old
philosophy. patriotism and the ' refreshments in charge of Mrs.
1C5.C00 men—14-15 years old
rugged strength of the old time Beulah Rokes Ames. Music for
126,020 men—16 years old
"faith of our fathers” was the high danedng was furnished by Bud
t.C30.020 men—18-21 years old
Clark's orchestra. Jerome C. Bur
light of a memorable evening.
rows was chairman of the gener
Mayor Edward R. Veazie as asso
YOUR FAVORITE POEM ciation president and former pupil al committee.
of the honor guest lent an under
SOMEBODY
tone of quiet humor to the more
f :i.ebody did a golden deed:
y mebody proved a friend tn need;
serious angles of the session. Her
- mebody s<ng a beautiful song:
Rockland Lodge of Elks observed
- nt body t-mllert Che whole day long; man M. Hart, president of the Class
nit-bod v thoughtV- ” ‘Tls sweet to of 1922 w'hich sponsored the affair Flag Day Sunday night with appro
live”;
presided over the program section. priate services in the lodge room.
somebody said, "I’m glad to give”;
: mebody fought a valiant fight:
John M. Richardson, former pupil Bates' Orchestra furnished patri
o..meb.dy lived to shield the right;
W’as that "somebedy” you?
and sub-master, presented the otic music and accompanied the
—Author unknown
tribute and described the Anna E. singers on the program.
Coughlin Scholarship Fund Plan Mayor Edward R. Veazie opened
which was' adopted enthusiastically the services with the Flag Week
by the Association and an organiz proclamation.
Any Place, Any Time, Day or Night ing and operating committee au The principal speaker was Post
thorized. Mayor Veazie presented master James Connellan, who de
GEORGE W. WOODS, Prop.
Stand Main Street, Corner Winter Miss Coughlin with a bouquet of livered a stirring patriotic speech,
Day phone 8090— Night phone 421-J
pinks amid great applause and the covering the present conditions, and
60-61
formal part of the evening was over sacrifices the people of the nation
though literally hundreds of for must make to win the conflict.
mer students showered the guest Past Exalted Ruler Gilford Butler
of honor with good wishes and delivered the history of the flag.
Mrs. Lydia Storer sang two patri
reminiscences until a late hour.
In the receiving line were Mr. and otic numbers, accompanied by the
Mrs. S. S. Perry, Mrs. Anne Gay orchestra as did Ernest Munro who
Going Out of Business
Butler, Mrs. Grace Emery Veazie sang Remember Pearl Harbor and
Get Your Shoes
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Crockett. God Bless America. The services
Miss Katherine Rice was chairman closed with the singing of "America"
Before July 15
of the ushers including Misses Doris by the entire group.
Borgerson, Dorothy Frost, Marion
ANDREW REKILA
Ludwick and Evelyn Bartlett. How Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
ard Crockett was elected president
5C8 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
for
the ensuing year with Francis
60-62
E. Havener, vice president. Miss

Observed Flag Day

Woods’ Taxi Service

NOTICE!

KENTS HILL
JUNIOR COLLEGE
•
•
•
•
•
•

LIBERAL ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL SECRETARIAL
MEDICAL SECRETARIAL
PRE-NURSING
JOURNALISM

OFFICE TO RENT
MAIN STREET

• ACCOUNTING
• SOCIAL SCIENCE
• GENERAL
• SPECIAL

Tins long-established school offers two
years of college work in addition to ac
credited preparatory courses. The Liberal
Arts course is coeducational. For young
men there is excellent instruction in Busi
ness Administration. And in the modern
general, medical and dental secretarial
program' young women receive training
of the hichist calihr*. Guidance based on
interest, ability, aptitude tests. Instruc
tors with ideals conforming to best demo
cratic traditions. Dramatics. Outing Club.
Dorms
Many sports. Not for profit.
Endowed, low rates. For catalog, write:
EDWARD W. HINCKS,

President

TO ENFORCE DIM-OUT
Starting Thursday night, all air raid wardens on
patrol in the city will be instructed to report all
homes that have not complied with the dim-out reg
ulations regarding the lowering of window shades
when lights are on in' the house.

Good Location
"Right in the heart of Texas”

Write P. 0. Box 356

61&65

Attention, Dancers!
The Motor Corps Dance sched

All curtains must be lowered the full length of
the sash when any lights are on in the house.

uled for June 17 at the Armory,

Lights in homes must not be left unattended.
When you leave the house, turn off all lights.

POSTPONED (Black-out)

is—

It will be held

Action will be taken by Civilian Defense authori
ties on all reports.

ws:

’o Get a

tOLET

Wednesday, June 24

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE

Wanted
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

BLACK-OUT

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17

COLLATERAL LOANS

9.00 to 9.30 P. M.

SECURED BY USTED STOCKS AND BONDS

It is our duty to make this
Black-out a success!

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
>

ALFRED R. FULLER,
Municipal Chairman

Established 186a Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
pl-60Ttf
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ANNOUNCEMENT

■ .

,

Following the example of the National Association of Insurance Agents, the
members of this Board gladly offer their services in securing for our people,
whether regular customers or not, the protection from Enemy Action (bombing,

etc.) afforded by

i easier than
i for months

term transportation

fine new car with

DAMAGE INSURANCE

WAR

Proper blanks for applications and certificates are in our hands for this pa
triotic service that is being extended by us for the benefit of the inhabitants of
our communities.
Residential and similar properties are written at a rate of .10 per $100.
Further details and rates for other risks given upon application to any of our

NEW CHEVROLET
»♦»••• Buy on Convenient Term*

LL’S GARAGE
XWASTON, ME.

:r’s garage
UNION, ME.

A SUM PRIMARY ELECTION

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Featured By Commissioner Contest With Hock
ing and Libby Winning—Elliot Wins
State Senatorial Nomination

[EDITORIAL]
The White House was the scene of an
Impressive
and significant ceremony on Flag
TWO MORE
Day when representatives of 28 Nations
NATIONS
gathered around the board and heard Presi
JOIN
dent Roosevelt that “the peoples of the
United Nations were taking the sword from the oppressors’
hands to destroy those tyrants." Twenty-eight nations at this
inspiring conclave! Two more than on any previous occasion,
the latest recruits to the cause of freedom being our South
ern neighbor, Mexico, and that brave little territory across the
Pacific—the Philippines. An impressive group today, raising
a united voice against the spirit of tyranny and aggression
which has been so alarmingly demonstrated by the Japs, the
Germs and the Italians. Flag Day saw the mighty concord
filled with new courage, new hope, and a spirit of militant
activity which cannot fail to overcome the reverses which
have been encountered, and which cannot fail to eradicate
despotism root and branch.
Two elements combined yesterday to
A BAD
defeat the purpose of tlie weak-kneed prlELECTION mary election. One was the weather eleDAY
ment, doubtless quite general throughout
the State; the other was the wartime
situation placed upon gas and tires. Residents of the cities
and the more populous towns were able to visit the polling
precincts without serious discomfort, but nobody envied those
who live in the rural communities, receiving this year little
or no assistance from ward workers who had few, if any. auto
mobiles to transport them. It is one thing to be able to
walk across the street to a polling place; but quite another
to get there “somehow” from a distance of three, four or
five miles over uncertain roads in some of the back towns

Terrible threats are being made by the
modern Nero, known to us as Adolf Hitler,
ln the event the Allied Nations continue
their air attacks upon Germany. All right.
it appears to have been when Germany was
sending wave upon wave of bombers over England killing
innocent people and destroying hospitals, but quite another
thing when the RAF., 1200 strong, goes across the Channel
and blasts the war industries of Cologne. Driven from one
post to another, the Allied Nations have at last found them
selves upon the sea and in the air, and are visiting the pun
ishment upon Germany and Italy which those countries
began.

HITLER
IS REAL
ANGRY

Every medal has two sides. It is not at
the flattering face of the one that Hitler
presented to General Mannerheim the other
day that the Finns are looking. They are
more interested in what is on the back.
There, perhaps, are written, instead of the Fuhrer’s com
pliments, his orders.
The American State Department has been swift to sur
mise what these orders would be. Secretary Hull has there
fore warned the Finns that the United States would be
alert to detect any increase of co-operation between Fin
land and the Nazis. Mr Hull did not say that American
measures to counter such a development would involve a
declaration of war against Finland, but there is little doubt
that this would be necessary in the event Finnish action
threatened the American-Russian supply lines.
Pew if any Americans wish to see war declared agaisnt
F.nland unless there is no alternative. But American lives
and America’s future can be endangered today by Finnish
decisions. The question js not whether Americans admire the
Finns, but how to insure the arrival of American supplies on
the Russian ally's front.—Christian Science Monitor.
WARNING
THE
FINNS

The American Army Air Force has the
happy faculty of turning up in unexpected
places at unexpected times and creating a
WHERE
maximum psychological effect with a rela
tively small amount of equipment. The
Tokio raid from Shangri-La was one example of this, with
the landing of an American plane in Siberia as a very inter
esting by-product. Now another mystery has been presented
by the forced landing of four big American bombers in
Turkey.
In the case of the Tokio raid, the Japanese were suf
ficiently frightened to make the object of the attack public.
The Germany, on the other hand, who must know what the
American planes were up to in their Black Sea venture, have
issued conflicting and ludicrous statements to the effect that
the bombers were fleeing Sevastopol and dropping leaflets on
Turkish soil. Allied sources are similarly at variance, although
their speculations make better sense: the American flyers
took off frofn Egypt. Syria, Irak or Iran to bomb either the
Rumanian oil flelds or the German-held Black Sea ports.
To demonstrate that the American Army does not find it
necessary to repeat its earlier mystification in every particular,
it may also be pointed out that while in the Tokio expedi
tion the wonder of it was that all the planes came through
safely, the question aroused by the Middle Eastern episode
concerns the failure of several of the bombers engaged to
reach Allied territory. On the assumption that Black Sea
and Rumanian objectives can be reached with comparative
ease by the big four-motored B-24’s that apparently made
up the attack, from existing United Nations flying flelds,
many theories have been propounded to explain the forced
landings in Turkey.
#
Without official information, it is permissible to let fancy
play with the subject. The real importance of the news is
that American planes with American crews are in action in
the Middle East. American air power is being felt all along
the far-flung battle line of this global war. and from the re
corded achievements of that power on other fronts, there is
no reason to think that the Axis will gain any comfort from
this latest exploit. .If the American flyers in Ankara are cor
rectly quoted as saying, “We accomplished our mission in the
Black Sea.” the Germans must be unhappy about something,
even if they begrudge telling the world about it.
YOU CAN’T
TELL

In an exceedingly light vote, due to the drenching storm,
tire and gas rations, and no major contests, Knox County
yesterday made choice of Albert B. Elliot of Thomaston for
State Senator, Alfred C. Hocking of St. George and A. Ev
erett Libby of Vinalhaven for County Commissioners.
Rockland chose as candidates for Representative to
Legislature Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., and Ralph P. Conant;
the Camden class renominated Charles F. Dwinal; and the
North Haven class chose Arthur E. Emerson.
All of the other nominations, on both tickets, were made
without opposition, and appear at the head of this column.
It was apparent from the early returns that Senator
Elliot was to receive his third nomination, thus advancing
him a very necessary step in his forthcoming candidacy for
president of the Senate. His opponent, Raymond E. Thur
ston, seeking the favors of Knox County voters after a long
absence from county politics, was defeated by a margin of
187, which was more than represented by the overwhelm
ing lead which Elliot rolled up in his home town of Thom
aston.
The contest for County Commissioner was one of the
prettiest races Knox County has ever known. There were
four candidates for two positions, and the four contenders
were men who enjoy a very high standing wherever they
are known.
The returns, as received at The CourierGazette office last night saw County Commissioner Alfred
C. Hocking step out in front at the very outset and the re
turns from practically all of the towns strengthening his
lead. The other candidates seesawed for second position,
and it was not until the last town (North Haven) was heard
from that A. Everett Libby was found to have landed the
plum. In view of his residence, apart from the mainland,
this was something of a surprise to some of the old-timers.
He worked quietly, and his friends stood by him loyally.

ROCKLAND’S VOTE BY WARDS

State Senator—Elliot. 14; Thurs
ton, 14.
County Commissioner—Boynton, 9;
Hocking, 11; Libby, 4; Vinal, 5.
HOPE
State Senator—Elliot, 3; Thurs
ton. 6.
County Commissioner — Boynton,
7; Hocking, 8; Libby, 1; Vinal, 1.
Representative to Legislature—
Dwinal ,7; Edgecomb. 2.
MATINICUS
State Senator—Elliot, 4; Thurs
ton, 0.
County Commissioner — Boynton
2; Hocking, 2; Libby, 2; Vinal, 1.
Representative to Legislature—
NORTH HAVEN
Albert B. EUiot of Thcmaston, re
State Senator—Elliot, 45; 'Thurs
nominated for State Senator.
ton, 50.
Representative to Legislature— County Commissioner — Boynton,
40; Hccking. 35; Libby, 83; Vinal. 10.
Edgecomb, 12; Dwinal, 1.
Representative to Legislature—
CAMDEN
Crockett
—26; Emerson, 94.
State Senator—Elliot, 87; Thurs
(Continued on Page Twoi
ton, 72.

BICYCLE UCENSES
For the Year Beginning July 1, 1942
will be ready for issue

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17
On the Third Floor of City Building
E. R. KEENE,

City Clerk.

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND

Edward W. Berry & Co.
Cochran, Baker & Cross
Elmer C. Davis
Clarence F. Joy
M. F. Lovejoy

WARREN
Sidney Copeland
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To my friends and supporters over the

(Mem bers)

E. C. Moran Co.
McDougall-Ladd Co.
Arthur L. Orne, Inc.
Frank A. Wheeler

County goes my heartfelt thanks for the gen
erous support given me in yesterday’s pri

A. E. Libby

I want to thank the voters of Knox County

for their generous support of my candidacy

J. Herbert Gould

mary election.

I was particularly happy over

for re-election to the State Senate.

THOMASTON
VINALHAVEN

AN APPRECIATION

Allen Insurance Agency

Talbot-Stevenson Agency

the result in my home town, St. George.

Helen Carr

Alfred M. Strout
61-62

ALFRED'C. HOCKING

By The Roving Reporter

"After 25 years a Summer resident
of Tenant's Harbor I am sorry to
say it is not possible this year," Is
the word I get from Walton Brad
ford, of 3C9 Pearl street, Bridgton.
N. J. “Gasoline rationing,” he adds
sententiously. The Bridgton Eve
ning News recently carried the fol
lowing, which will interest Knox
County friends of Mr. Bradford;
“John Barrymore was laid at rest
yesterday and the passing of this
great stage, screen and radio star
has revealed that there Is a Bridgton
man who has had an acquaintance
with the entire Barrymore family,
including their once famous father,
Maurice Barrymore, and tlieir uncle,
John Drew As a matter of fact,
Walton Bradford is the only local
resident who can claim such a dis
tinction. During Mr. Bradford’s
boyhood in Washington, while em
ployed at the National Theatre in
1886, he went to Baltimore to see
Edwin Booth play Hamlet. ’And to
me,’ adds Mr. Bradford, ‘at that
time it was tlie last word in inspired
acting. Early in this century, in
New York, I saw John Barrymore
in Hamlet several times and in more
than 50 years in tlie theatre, no
other performance of this play has
remained so locked in my memory.’
“Mr. Bradford was formerly man
Commissioner
Senator
ager
for the distinguished Ameri
Boynton Hocking Libby Vinal
Elliot Thurston
can
actor
the late William Gillette.
9
10
23
6
16
16
Ward 1
We
are
still
deeply indebted to him
23
47
21
29
32
Ward 3
79
108
37
75
for one of the finest chats about the
85
Ward 3
24
35
30
24
41
Ward 4
theatre it was our privilege to have
25
19
9
27
20
Ward 5
here,
some time ago, when Chan19
28
11
28
11
Ward 6
i
ning
Pollock
gave a lecture at the
21
6
29
15
17
Ward 7
___
1
■ •
1 High School. Just listening to Mr.
293
195
115 Bradford and Mr. Pollock reviewing
120
197
339
Total,
great names, anecdotes and plays of
County Commissioner —
APPLETON
State Senator—Elliot, 2; Thurs 146; Hocking, 66; Libby. 30; Vi the American theatre constituted a
full-time course in drama all
nal, 59.
ton. 7.
crowded
into the space of two excit
Representative to Legislature—
County Commissioner — Boynton,
ing
hours.
”
0
Dwinal, 142; Edgecombff, 29.
3; Hocking. 9; Libby, 5; Vinal, 2.
Ray Bird, fishing with two lines
CUSHING
Friday
at Crawford’s Lake, caught
State Senator—Elliot, 7.
the
same
fish with both lines.
County Commissioner—Boynton 3;
There
’
s
nothing
like making sure of
Hccking, 1; Libby, 2; Vinal, 5.
it
when
you
have
a good thing.
FRIENDSHIP

Alfred M. Strout, Secretary.

Francis D. Orne, President.

“The Black Cat”

Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and ln 18B1 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

A HEARTFELT “THANK YOU

KNOX COUNTY BOARD OF UNDERWRITERS

If now than it has

e us—today I

TWICE-A-WEEK

ISSUE

Volume 97............. Number 61.

members.
Federal regulations require that cash must accompany every application.

—and with Chev-

ation and upkeep,
elaxed and liberal*

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
t

FOUR CENTS A COPY

TUESDAY

ALBERT B. ELLIOT

Wish a "second front” didn’t re
mind us so irritatingly of a double
chin.—Ed. Pointer in the Boston
Glebe.
Col. Pointer should remember
that the occasion calls for consider
able cheek, to say the least.
I have it on the authority of Col.
I. Leslie Cross that there are 20
surviving Civil War veterans In
Maine.
0
The Dionne quintuplets were given
a surprise on their eighth birthday
when they surrendered their braid
ed pigtails, and agreed, as the re
sult that their new hair-dos were
“tres chic.” Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe, at
whose home Robert Russell and I
wo.e entertained three years ago,
is no longer in charge of the chil
dren’s health. Premier Mitchell
Hepburn of Ontario said Dr. Dafoe
stepped out “because his position
has been made impossible by reason
of the fact the children (bilingual)
are not allowed1 to speak English.”
At the time of our visit Dr. Dafoe
told me that the children’s educa
tion in English would probably be
gin when they were five years old.

In the days of the First World
War local community "sings” helped
keep public enthusiasm at a proper
pitch. A correspondent wonders if
the plan has been forgotten or
whether everybody is too busy with
civilian defense.—o—
Lace has been banned from wo
men's underwear in Great Brltian
to effect economy in materials and
labor, the Department of Com
merce reports. Could one say that
the change Is not noticeable?
One year ago: The St. George
High School Alumni Association
held its second annual banquet
with F. A. Winslow as guest speaker
—E F. Lampkin took possession of
Hotel Rockland, with John M. Wy
man as manager —Rockland High
School graduated an even hundred
students.—Harlan F. Stone who
has a Summer home at Isle au
Haut was appointed chief justice
of the U. S. Supreme Court.—
connected with the Sea and Shore
Charles S. Coughlin, who had been
connected with the Sea and Shore
Fisheries Department 34 years,
died at the age of 74.—Mrs. Hiram
Berry died at her home on South
street, aged 73.
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Pull Down Shades

To Radio School

The Rotary Club

I have fought a good fight, I
have finished my course, I have
kept the faith.—II Tim. 4:7.

The Read To Baltimore, author,

Or You May Be Pulled Into
Court—Wardens To
Report

Spirit Of the Master Key To
Our Problems, Said Rev.
Mr. Marstaller

Certain Rockland citizens who
have in the past few weeks, since
the inception of the nightly dimout regulation, considered them
selves above the common herd for
one reason or another and have
left their window shades up de
spite the fact that their neigh
bors complied w’ith the regulations
and that wardens had repeatedly
warned them, are about to be
hauled short.
Starting Thursday night, all air
raid wardens on patrol will have
orders to report all houses that
have not complied with the regu
lations. Upon receiving the re

Rev. Charles Marstaller. minis
ter of Littlefield Memorial Church
was the speaker at Friday’s meet
ing of the Rotary Club. In intro
ducing his subject. "The World
Situation Today.” he said: "It is
bad. The world is in bad shape.”
He cited the publicity statement of
a business concern aelling corsets:
“Because the world is in bad shape
our women need not go around in
bad shape.”
In substance Mr
Marstaller
went on to say: The world may be
in bad shape but wc do not have
Jo be in bad shape ourselves be
es use of that fact. If we dcn’t
like the condition of the world our
job is not to conform to the con
dition that exists. Our job is to
change the condition and create
a better world. To create a better
world our primary concern is not
with material things, important
as they are, but with spiritual
things. Our ideals, motives and
purposes must be paramount. We
need to put ourselves into a crea
tive attitude of mind
Our first responsibility is with
ourselves. A better world has to
start somewhere. Let it start with
and in ourselves. If wc improve
ourselves, clean our minds, clarify
our thinking, purge cur desires of
alt selfishness, we shall create a
better community, a better nation,
a better world.
We ,fear for the 'future. Our
fathers in founding this nation in
the wilderness of a new world were
fearful for the future. But they
consulted their faith, not their
fears, and by so doing they made
thc future secure. Their world
was in bad shape but they did not
despair. They created a better
world. We, in our day can do the
same.
The spirit of the Master is the
key to our problem. He did not
sa.v, as so many are saying today.
“Give me the w’orld.” He said. “Let
me serve the •world.” Selfishness
and pride are making the world
what it is today. The spirit of
humility in service to all mankind
will create a better world in the
tomorrow of history, a world in
which there will be security for all.
Visiting Rotarians: Frank E
Morrow and Allie Dougherty of
Camden. Guest, Everett Libby of
Vinalhaven.

Robert S. Harper, published by
M. S. Mill Co., Inc., New York.
Here we find honest “Knights
of the road’’ such as stage-coach
drivers, pony-express and tavern
keepers, and we are up against
highwaymen, thieves and other
sinister characters, and intermixed
with the life of that period when
wayside taverns near lonely gullies
with bold holdups and breathless
riders scurried through a country
rich in color and in romance.
ports. Civilian Defense officials
This story relates to one, a cav will take immediate action on the
alryman fresh from the Texan
cases. Warnings have been tried
revolution, on his homecoming to and have not been heeded, more
find a brother missing in a most drastic action must be taken and
mysterious way. Of course a girl is to be taken, at once.
of exquisite beauty is interwoven
Tiie regulations call for the cur
into the story. A niece of the great tains in all lighted homes to be
Henry Clay, whose refreshing and pulled down the full length of the
wholesome humor is woven into window, not part way, or up in a
the pattern of this story mast con room that is not. lighted but into
vincingly.
which light from a lighted room
This .Southern story teems with shines. Curtains doNvn means Just
many pleasant thrills and has that and nothing else.
really heartstirring adventure for
Another thing to remember is
ttie
romance
loving
reader. that lights in a home must not be
Thc dramatic climax is found to left unattended. When you leave
be quite as exciting as it is clever. your home turn off all lights be
Much like Mr. Harper's earlier fore you leave.
success in "Trumpet in the Wilder
An advertisement, in another
ness.” one can pattern together a' section of this paper, gives all
lot of almost forgotten history in particulars and Is an official warn
this author's writings.—K. S. F.
ing signed by Chief Air Raid War
den 'Louis B. Cook.
Sea Magic. Author Sara Ware
Bassett. Published by Doubleday.
Doran <fe Company, New York.
One ran almost taste the salt air
The Women's Service Organiza
and feel the true hearted refresh tion recently formed is indebted
ment that, always uplifts the reader to the City of Rockland which
of Sara Ware Bassett’s New Eng has offered the use of the Rock
land romances. They have heart, land Yacht Club as quarters for
sweet genuineness and clean cour the recreation room for all serv
ageous standards of life.
ice men At a meeting to be held
Miss Bassett has a special flair Thursday June 18 at Community
for bringing out the old and perfect Building definite date of opening
colloquialisms of country life in its will be announced. A piano, radio
most engaging form, w’hich is at its and victrola with records are veiy
best in her favorite Belleport and much needed bar this room. Any
Cape/Cod romances.
one willing to donate any of these
This charming romance follows articles are requested to get in
through her traditions with a bit of touch with Mrs. Isador Gordon,
literary touch witli both young and chairman of Furnishings Commit
old in the complications. The stoiy tee. The organization voted to
lives up to Miss Bassett’s standards co-operate in every way with the
in refreshing mix-ups in love and coming US.O. drive. Posters are to
life.
K. S. F.
be printed, inviting all service men
to make use of the room, and
TO REGISTER JUNE 30
these signs will be pasted in dif
Maine Youths from 18 to 20 years ferent locations.
of age will register for selective
Mrs Harold Savage.
service on June 30, Governor Sew
Chairman of Publicity.
all has proclaimed. It will be the
TIIE ALDRICH MEMORIAL
State’s fifth registration.
The Thomas Bailey Aldrich Me
morial in Portsmouth. N. H. a fa
mous landmark of the automobile
era, will be clased this Summer be
cause of the gasoline rationing.
At the annual meeting Friday of the
board of directors of the associa
tion, of which Dr. Lewis Berry is
president, it was voted not to open
the house this Summer. The num
ber of tourists normally visiting the
historic spot would be so reduced
this Summer, the directors felt, that
the expense of maintaining it would
not be warranted.

Yacht Club Offered

Roy A Jacobs, 29 years, sen of
Mr. and Mis. Roy A. Jacobs, former
ly of Rockland has entered the Sig
nal Corps Training School in
Springfield. Mass., for a six months’
course in Radio. Passing a Civil
Service Exam with high marks he
was accepted last Monday. He
served one year in the Army where
lie spent it at Fort McKinley. Dur
ing this period he was transferred
to Fort Williams for three months
which lie spent in Radio School.
Upon the completion of tiiis train
ing he will take up the duties of a
radio inspector, for Uncle Sam.

Dick Reed Going
Rockland Publicity Man
Joins Military Service'
Tomorrow
The Maine Development Com
mission has granted leave of ab
sence to two of its officials, Ralph
A Ranger, industrial engineer,
who will become affiliated with the
Portland office of the War Pro
duction Board, and
Assistant
Publicity Director Richard E. Reed,
scheduled to go into military’ serv
ice tomorrow.
Ranger, with the commission
since March of last year, will be
assistant, to Director Edward C.
Hyde of thc Portand W.P.B. office.
Predominant among Ranger's
new duties will be to work with the
government and Maine builders
engaged in constructing wooden
barges and other craft 'built of
wood. He also will continue to
handle priority work and contracts.
“The Commission,” said

Chair

man Harold N. Hanold, "will con
tinue without interruption its’
normal industrial program de
signed to develop new industries
for Maine and increase the de
mand for goods made by existing
industries.”
Reed, a former Rockland news
paper man, has been with the
Commission more than four years.
He previously did promotion work
for the Maine Sea-Shore Fisheries
Department. He has been “highly
successful,” said Publicity Direc
tor Earle Doucette in publicizing
sports and commercial fishing.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Jesslma D. Grover who lias
been visiting her sister Mrs. A. W.
Ames has returned to Ipswich,
Mass. She was accompanied' by her
nephew Almond H. Ames.
Richard .Crcckett of Wollaston.
Mass, came last week to resume
his position at the post office for
the Summer.
Mrs. Austin Joy and son David
have returned to Camden accom
panied by Mrs. Clyde Joy and
daughter Betty.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Haskell went
Saturday to Rockland where Mr.
Haskell has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Stone and
son Douglas were home from
Rockland for the week-end.

Tremendous pressure has been
brought on Turkey by both the
United Nations and the Oerjnans
to break her policy’ of neutrality.
The United States has been giving
Lend-Lease aid to Turkey.
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Rockland

S3
22
22
24

41
120

42
34
32
89

17

9

318
Edgecomb
12

191

254

Total,

Dwinal
1
142

Appleton
Camden
Hcpe
................

20

23
78
34
18

84

5
6
7

Sleeper

Grossman
15

Conant

TWICE-A-WEEK

2.7
X

7

43 j

150

Total

Emerson

Crockett

29
26
63
2

Vinalhaven
North Haven
St. George
Matinicus

120

Total

A SUM PRIMARY ELECTION
(Continued from Page Onei

60
of Bar Harbor.
94 ! entered tire field for the previously | Governor—George W. lane. Jr.
77 i unsought Democratic U S. represen- ! of Auburn.
tative nomination a few days ago ! Representative to Congress
: scattered reports indicated she had Bradford C. Redonnett of Wiscasset.
231
failed to obtain the required 7391 State Senator—Elisha W P ke ot
I sticker or write-in votes to gain a Rockland.
1 place on the September election ’ County Treasurer — George M
ballot.
Snow of South Thomaston.
Sheriff—James M. Williams rf
The Vote by Towns

Crockett, 2; Emerson. 0.

APPLETON: Only a handful went South Thomastcn.
County Commissioner—William F
to the polls, but they stood loyally

OWL’S HEAD
State

Senator—Elliot,

Register of Deeds—Albert Wins
low of Rockland.
Sheriff—C. Earle Ludwick of
REPUBLICAN
Rcckland.
U. S. Senator—Wallace H. White,
County Attorney—Stuart C Bur
Jr., of Auburn.
gess of Rockland.
Governor — Sumner Sewall of
County Commissioners — Alfred
BathC. Hockmg. A. Everett Libbtr.
Representative to Congress—Mar
Representatives To Legislature
garet Chase Smith of Skowhegan.
Cleveland L. Sleeper, Jr. and
State Senator—A'.bert B Elliot. Ralph P. Conant,
Rockland;
Register of Probate—Charles L. Charles F Dwinal, Camden; Ar
thur Emerson. North Haven.
Veazie of Rockport.
County Treasurer—Earle C. Dow
DEMOCRAT
of Rockport.
U. S. Senator -Fulton J. Redman

Primary Tickets

THE LEGISLATIVE CONTESTS

6;

Thu:s-

by their home candidate for Rep
resentative, Harry C. Edgecomb.
County Commissioner - Boynton,
CAMDEN: George E. Boynton was
3; Hocking, 3; Libby, 1; Vinal, 0.
the headliner here, and thc town
also handsomely supported Repre
sentative Dwinal.
CUSHING: Only 11 votes were
east here. Elliot and Vinal leading.
FRIENDSHIP: The vote lor State
Senator was a standoff. Hocking
and Bcvnton led fcr Commissioner.
HOFE: Thursten, Hocking and
Boynton were tiie leaders in a very
small vote.
NORTH HAVEN: This island
town ran strongly to Emerson;
Thurston led for State Senator; and
the vote given to Libby assured his
ncminatlon.
Arthur E. Emerson of North
OWL’S HEAD: Only seven voters
Haven, nominated for Representa
braved
the storm. Boynton and
tive to Legislature.
Hocking divided honors, and nc body
VINALHAVEN
eppesed Elliot.
State Senator—Edict, 49; Thurs
ROCKLAND: Thc city's prefer
ton, 34.
ence for Senator Elliot. Hocking and
County Comtnis ioner — Boynton. Libby, and Sleeper and Conant, is
17; Hocking. 32; Libby, 85; Vinal, 11 showing in the tabulation by wards.
Alfred C. Hocking of St. George,
Representative to legislature—
ROCKPORT: Fewer than M votes
renominated for County Commis
Crockett,
29;
Emerson,
69.
were
cast here, thc leaders being
sioner.
E’.liot, Boynton and Hocking.
ROCKPORT
ST. GEORGE: The vote here was
State Senator—Edict, 29; Thurs
featured by the strong vote given to
ton. 21.
Commissioner Hocking, with Boyn
County Commissioner — Boynton,
ton seccnd choice on the Commis
34; Hocking, 21; Libby, 18; Vinal, 10.
sioner ticket. Thurston carried the
tewn by a majority of 15.
SOUTH THOMASTON
THOMASTON: Elliot received
State Senator—Elliot, 9; Thurs
all
but 24 cf the 240 votes cast. This
ton, 1.
town
was most friendly to Vlml and
County Commissioner — Boynton,
Hocking.
4; Hocking, 6; Libby, 2; Vinal, 2.
SOUTH THCMASTON: Elliot had
ST. GEORGE
all but one of the votes cast for
State Senator—'Elliot, 76; TliursState Senator. The total vote was
91.
14.
County Commissioner — Boynton
UNION: Thurston’s home tewn
47; Hocking, 183; Libby, 27; Vi
gave him a majority of 65 in a total
nal. 23.
vote of f<l. Hocking and Libby led
Representative to Legislature—
for commissioner.
'
|
Crockett, 63; Emerson. 77.
WARREN: Cnly 107 votes were
cast on the Republican side of the
THOMASTON
house,
and, as was expected, Vinal
State Senator—Elllict, 216; Thurs
was tcpnotcher.
ton, 24.
Ralph P. Conant, nominated for
WASHINGTON: Only a few votes
County Commissioner — Boynton, Representative to Leg:slaturc from
here, but all but three of them were
51; Hocking, 108; Libby, 52; Vinal, Rockland.
fcr Thursten. Hocking and Boynton
140.
Results Elsewhere
were the other leaders.
Congressman James C. Cd ver,
VINALHAVEN: The Couny Com
Republican Isolationist, lost his fignt
missioner centest featured the vot
fcr re-nomination to Robert Hale, ing here, wih the heme boy, Libby,
Portland lawyer.
having more votes than his three.
Former Governor Louis J. Brann eppenents. Emerson received a fine
held an insurmountable lead ever vote for Representative.
Ray W. Stetson of Portland for the
MATTNTCU’S: Elliot had all cf
Democratic nomination to oppose the votes cast for State Senator.
Hale in the September election.
The plantation was about evenly di
Virtually complete returns from vided for Commissioner.
the 151 precincts showed tiie vote
ton.0.

41T47

TEE. 721

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN ST.,

Dad like yours...

SHAVE MUG

FOR FATHER’S DAY!

Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.,
renomi
nated for Representative to Legis

S’*-

j.

&

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Asters, Slocks, Zinnias, While
Alyssum, Marigolds, Salvia, G»-

dclia. Cosmos, Snapdragons, Scihiosa. Lobelia, Petunias, Portu

laca. Salpiglossis, Pansies, Ager-

Forget-me-nots,

alum.

Sweet

Hardy

Larkspur,

William,

As

ters, Funkia, Lillies, Lupin, Col
Feverfew,

umbine,

Bleeding

Heart, and Canterbury Bells.
Cabbage,

Celery.

Tomatoes,

Cauliflower,

Sage,

Pep

Sweet

pers, Broccoli, and Lettuce.

Also have Window Boxes, Bird
Houses, TrelPses,

Rabbi's

Iron

Flower Vases, Vigoro.

TEL. 671-J

Edwin A. Dean
486

OLD COUNTY ROAD

ROCKLAND. ME.

55T61

into thc merchandise . . .
thc more you’ll have left to
invest ln VZar Bonds.

from

50c to $45.00

St., up to 9 A. M. daily, after that all freight will be received
aboard thc boat.

State Senator—Elliot, 13; Thurs
ten. 78.
County Commissioner — Boynton.
16; Hccking, 56; Libby, 44; Vinal.
34..

ward.

ALTON L. HOPKINS,

Vinalhaven and 515 Main SL, Rockland.

60-61

State Senator—Ediot, 33; Thurs
ten, '24
County Commissioner — Boynton,

$1.00
ply of his favorite, free-lathering

shave

soap.

Tbe

pottery

mug.

Representative
,

51.

as unofficially tabulated as: Hale.
11,521. •Oliver, 62Q2;

Brann, 3826;

State Senator—Ediot, 3; Thurs Stetson. 713.
In the Third District, where Mrs.
ton. 15.
County Commissioner — Boynton, Katherine McCann Hicksen, Demo
cratic national ccmmitteewcman,
8; Hocking, 12; Libby, 1; Vinal, 6.

decorated with trading ship
illustration, comes in a woodveneered chest that makes it a
particularly desirable gift.

>3,000 IN PRIZES I
Entry blank will be given with
every purchase of Early Ameri
can Old Spice Men's Toiletries.

TEL 294
416 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.

LOLL

:UT RATE COSmET'CS

SKILLED MEN AND WOMEN NEEDED
TO WORK ON AIRPLANES FOR ARMY AIR FORCES
AT ARMY AIR BASE, BANGOR, MAINE
Automobile Mechanics

Carpenters

Canvas and Leather Workers
Packers

*

Shippers and Receivers
File Clerks
Painters

WAR RISK INSURANCE

Tool Makers
Draftsmen
Offlc©—Machine Repairmen
Battery Men
Blacksmiths
Truck Drivers
Auto Body Repairmen
Cabinet Makers
Refrigerator Maintenance Men

This form of insurance will be

OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC JUNE 20

ROCKLAND, ME.

Electricians
Warehouse Men
Service-Parts Men
Sheet Metal Workers
Stockroom Men
Automobile Accessories Men
Inventory Men
Office Supervision (Men)
Civil and Mechanical Engineers
Locksmiths

Pattern Makers
Teletypists

Civil Service Rates of Pay & all Benefits—Sick and Annual Leave
Interviews 8-11 A. M. and 1-4 P. M. Daily
Apply at the main gate, Air Base on Hammond SL, Bangor, Me.
If unable to apply in person, write to—

M'DOUGALL-LADD CO.
14 SCHOOL ST.,

Experienced Service Station
Attendants
Watchmakers
Stenographers and Typists
Machinists
Tinsmiths

W’elders

Fabric Workers

DEFEMSt BONDS ANO STAMPS IN TNI

HD SCICI FATHER'S DAT JINCtE CONTEST

to

16; Hocking, 29; Libtty, 11; Vinal,
WASHINGTON

He'll welcome this generous sup

Charles F. Dwinal of Camden, re-

ncirinated for
Legislature.

Call us or write for details and rates

GREGORY’S

Thc ’’Sea Cloud” is an able boat, covered for

Dependable service.

WARREN

Day gifts in the history
of this stylish store, we
haven't forgotten that the
bigger the value we put

2.00 P.M.

Freight may be left at Texaco Park Service Station. 515 Ma'n

UNION

Father’s Day, June 21, you
have a grand opportunity
to show him how glad you

Father’s Day Gifts
Next Fall, tremendous
quantities of war materials
will be moving over our rail
roads. So be safe! Order a
full year's supply of D&1I An-’
thracite at once! Ask about
our heater advisory service,

FOR SALE

LEAVE ROCKLAND.

lature from Rockland.

greatest stock of Father's

K

PLANTS

JI'IN STREET. FOOT OF TALBOT AVENUE
ARRIVE ROCKLAND.
9.00 A. M.

order and respect and on

In gathering together the

TO WAIT!

Read The Courier-Gazette

43 FT. POWER BOAT “SEA CLOUD”
SCHOFIELD-WHITE PARK DOCK

true American.

YOU CAN’T AFFORD

Within the realms of a black- cut
editorial sanctum last, night a hand
ful of the faithful attended to tiie
tabulation of Knox Oounty elec
tion returns. The bu’k of the work
was done by Sheriff Ludwick and
County Attorney Burgess, whose
experience gained in former elec
tions. makes them most valuable ad
juncts on such occasions.
Frcm Matinicus, far out at fra.
cume the first returns, and firm
that moment, until North Haven
was recorded, thc returns came in
with a promptness and complete
ness that attested to the efficiency
of the valued helpers which are at
tending to this duty in the various
towns. At 9.30 everything had been
tabulated save Isle au Haut, the re
turns from which will arrive in to
day's mail.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

arc that he brought up a

ROCKLAND, ME.

Getting the Returns

Freight Service—Rockland-Vinalhaven

EARLY AMERICAS

Your Pop taught you law,

All Makes of Carsl

Representatives To Legislature

Percy R. Bcwley of Warren
Richard W. Feyler of Thomaston
William F. Cook cf St. George.

GIVE AN

Hitler never had a

WE SERVICE

Packard of Camden, and Russell W

Staples of Rockport.

TEL. 393
60-65

air corps

Employment officer

DOW SUB-DEPOT, DOW FIELD, BANGOR. MAINE

.57-62

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Frida? '
»r of Deeds- Albert Win.slockland.
—C.
Earle Ludwick of

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 16, 1942

talk of the town

Attorney Stuart C. Btirtackland.
Commissioners — Alfred
i-'n®, A. Everett Libby.
Iscntatives To I,egislatnrp

land L. Sleeper. Jr. and
P
Conant,
Rockland;
F Dwinal. Camden; Ar(person. North Haven.
democrat

j„ne 17 (9 to 9 30 p. m.) trial
b arkout In Knox County.
June 17 — Rockport — High School
mill banquet at Masonic hall
June 21 Father's Day.
June 21-27 — Eastern Maine Method
Youth Institute at Camp. Jangle» ,1. Lincolnville.
June 28—Opening of Camp Tanglew -Kl lYUTCA.I at Llncohivllle Beach.
June 30 Registration of men 18 to
20 years of age.

ISenator Fulton J. Redman
Harbor

fnor Oeorge W. I,ane, Jr.,
trn
tentative to Congress —
Id (' Redonnett ol WLscas*et.
[Senator Elisha W P ke ot
Id.
rv Treasurer
Oeorge M
South Thomaston.

Iff James M. Williams ef
Thomastcn.
lv Commissioner—William F
|> of Camden, and Russell W.
)f Rockport.
esenlativps To Legislature

R Bowley of Warren,
ltd W. Feyler of Thomaston.
|m F Cook of St. George.
Getting the Returns

realms of a black-out
inctum last night a handthe faithful attended to the
cn ef Knox County eleclurns. The bulk of the work
lie i;\ Sheriff Ludwick anri
Attorney Burgess, whose
lire gained in former eleeliaKes them most valuable ati■)n such occasions.
Matinicus. far out at sea.
he first returns, and frcm
|b ment, until North Haven
orried, the returns came in
promptness and ccmpletenI attested to the efficiency
|\ i icd helpers which are atto this duty in the various
At 9 30 everything had been
?ri ave Isle au Haut, the rerom which will arrive in to
luol
in tlie
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PLANTS
FOR SALE
Zinnias, White
Marigolds, Salvia, Gn-

ters. Stocks,
sum.

( osmns, Snapdragons, ScilLobelia,

Petunias, Portu-

Salpiglossis, Pansies, Agw-

Sweet

Forgel-me-nots,

un.

llardy

Larkspur,

As-

I uukia, Lillies, Lupin, Col

Feverfew,

ic,

Bleeding

, and Canterbury’ Bells,

bage.

Tomatoes,

lower,

Sage,

Pep-

Sweet

have Window Boxes, Bird

Rabbi's

Iron

Major Richard Saville. chief of
man power division of the
Selective Service System in Maine,
announced this morning, through
the Knox County Selective Servi e Board, that four Rodkland
mem Kenneth I. Orcutt, Bernard
C. Nelson. Charles J. Mitchell, Jr.
and Wil'bur A. Fogg had been ac
cepted as candidates for officer
training and will be called for
duty in the very near future.
the

For shipping room of

Rockland dry goods store.

^6

Write A. B. C.
60-61

COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.

DI D

55TK1

Moosehead Coffee House
and Cabins
( Hit KEN AND STEAK DINNERS
LUNCHES AND SOFT DRINKS

Edith Barney, Tel. 126. Greenville
60-62

liid-Vinalhaven

WALDO THEATRE
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

|\ D \ V

BEA CLOUD”

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at *-30

JARK DOCK
[AI.BOT AVENUE

9.00 A. M.

Sunday at

3

| Service Station. 515 Ma'n
freight will be received

One of the first showings of
Columbia Picture'^ latest, com
edy hits—

pi able boat, covered f°r"

"THEY ALL KISSED THE
BRIDE”

111.TON L. HOPKINS,
|<t 515 Main SL, Rockland.

Starring
Joan Crawford, Melvyn Douglas,
Roland Young, Billie Burke,
Allen Je nkins

60-61

WEDNESDAY ONLY, JUNE 17

CONSTANCE BENNETT
BRUCE CABOT

•MEN NEEDED
Mt MV AIR FORCES
.’GOR, MAINE
ed

WARREN WILLIAM
In

“WILD BILL HICKOK
RIDES”

Service Station

nts
kers
ihers and Typists

MARRIED
Kobs-Coathup — At
Lincolnville
Beach. June 14. Edwird Kobs of Lin
colnville and Miss Barbara Coathup
of Camden—By Bev. H. I. Holt.Brown-Shepardson
At Rockland.
June 14. 1942. laroy Maker Brown of
South Thomaston and Virginia Eliza
beth Shepardson of Rockland. — By
Rev. Roy Welker.
Beverage-Joy—At the Congregational
Church. Rockland. June 13. Gerald
O. Beverage of North Haven and
Miss Viola F Joy of Rockland.—By
Rev. Roy A Welker.
Conwav-Crockett

At

Wollaston.

June 6. Charles E. Conway of Newton
and Miss Jean M Crockett, formerly
of North Haven —By Rev. William B
Ayers.
IN MEMORIAM
—1931—
Dear William, you have gone to rest
In sleep, beneath the grassy sod
While you walked upon the earth
You were Indeed a lamb of God.
Oil the resurrection morning.
When we come forth from the tomb.
You will enter God’s great garden
There again to live, and bloom.
Mr and Mrs Clifton Morse. Mr and
Mrs Carlos Davis. Mrs. George Ler
mond.

Port Clyde.

TUESDAY, JUNE 16

2.00 P. M.

Charles.
Kangas At Queen's Hospital. Port
land. June—. to Mr. and Mrs. Hugo
Kangas, a daughter Barbara Ann.

References required.

TEL. 671-J

Edwin A. Dean

The motor corps dance scheduled
Oliver Hamlin, Jr., a member
for tomorrow night at the Armory of the Army Air Corps at Scott
has been postponed 'because of the Field. Ill., graduated from the Ra
blackout. It will be held the fol dio Technicians School yesterday.
lowing Wednesday, June 34.

BOY WANTED

Care The Courier-Gazette

r Vases. Vigoro.

Despite a small attendance due
Tile Labor Squad of The Disaster to the limited traveling facilities,
Committee is in need of more mem the convention of the Woman's
bers. This is a very important part State Relief Corps of Maine held
of the Disaster Organization. To in Bangor was brought after a
qualify for this squad—First Aid. successful session. Reports of the
Chemical Warfare and Fingerprint various Corps throughout the
ing are necessary. Any men who State show them to be, as a whole.
might like to join this group are | ver>' active, most of them engaged
urged to communicate with W. J. in defense work to some extent
Sullivan Tel. 762-W.
|A vote was taken to purchase a
W. J. Sullivan, ! $500 Defense Bond. At the final
Chairman
Disaster
Committee, session Thursday Mena Wver of
Rockland. Maine.
Westbrook was installed as presi
dent. Other officers were Ruth
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, Richards of Lewiston, vice presi
pastor of the First Baptist Church, dent; Lena Hatfield of Auburn,
left yesterday to attend the con chaplain; Leora Berry of Auburn,
vention of the Baptist Churches of conductor. Millie Thomas of Rock
Maine being held in Bangor Mon and was the lucky winner of the
day through Thursday of this week. beautiful afghan. furnished by
Mona Wycr. Members of Edwin
Red Cross surgical dressing room Libby Corps in attendance were
at the Community Building an Millie Thomas. Maud Cables, Jen
nounces a change in schedule. Fu nie Pietroeki. Ada Payson, Lizzie
ture hours will be Tuesday nights French. Inez Packard. Velma
from 7 to 9 o’clock. Wednesday aft Marsh, and Alta Dimick.
ernoons, 2 to 4. The public is in
vited to attend. Information re
The Women's Auxiliary of St
garding uniforms may be obtained Peter's Church will serve a parish
at the rooms during the hours supper Thursday night in the Un
stated above, or by calling Mrs. dercroft at 6 o'clock with Mrs.
Charles H. Berry, telephone 897.
Keryn ap Rice chairman.

Richard W Karl, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Karl of Granite
street, is expected home Saturday
on a two weeks vacation from
Parks Air College in East St. Ix>uis,
Wilbur A. Fogg has been acccept
Charles W Carver has returned
Mo.
ed
for basic training in the Army
to the wardens' force of the Sea
which
will lead to a commission in
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich and Shore Fisheries after having the service. He expects to leave
with their service opened their been on a leave of absence.
June 26.
home at The Crags, Tenants Har
Taking the initial step toward
bor. Monday, for a long season.
A group of 22 members of the
winning his wings as a pilot and a
Senior
Class of Vinalhaven High
The Ladies Aid of Cushing will second lieutenant’s commission in School arrived in Rockland, aboard
the Army Air Forces, Frak L. Bohn,
serve a supper at Town House toa boat owned by Edward Robinson,
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Bohn,
r.’ight at fi o'clock.
on their way to New York on a
Jr., of 12 Clarendon street, is now
week
’s graduation trip. They were
Mrs. Inez Robinson of Portland enrolled as an aviation cadet in the chaperoned by Principal Lawrence
vi ited Sunday at the home of Mrs. Army Air Forces Pre-Flight School
• pilot) at Maxwell Field, Alabama, Bagley and Miss Helen Orcutt. They
Frank Waltz, Thomaston street.
waited in the Thorndike Hotel lobby
where he will undergo expert mili
The .Eastern Star will hold a tary, physical and academic train for several hours while bus sched
rliool of instruction at Camden ing calculated to fit him for the job ules were re-arranged to accommo
July 14 at 10 a. m. Golden Rod of learning to fly our fighter planes date the party.
Chapter will exemplify the work.
expertly. Cadet Bohn took a ma
Six boys just about old enough to
chinist course at Worcester Trade have their southern exposures
Lawn mowers sharpened, called School, Worcester, Mass, in 1941, spanked, were found Friday by
for and delivered. Prompt courte and was employed: as a machinist Sheriff Ludwick to have broken into
ou service. John L. Beaton, Tel. when he was accepted as a cadet Clarence Dorman’s store at Sandy
421-W, 65 Oliver St. —adv. 59-61 in the Army Air Forces on May 8. Shores, South Pond, Warren, break
1942, at Boston. Mass. After com
For dependable radio service pleting his course at Maxwell ing doors and light bulbs, and tak
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844—517 Field this cadet will be sent to ing a canoe from its moorings. They
Main street. Complete Philco line, one of the many primary flying were allowed to go free upon prom
—adv.
90-tf schools located in the Southeast ise of restitution by the parents.
Army Air Forces Training Center
Lawrence Hamlin was probably
visitors ln Washington, D. C.,
for
the
first
phase
of
his
pilot
the
most interested man in this
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
city when he heard of the sinking
zette at the Metropolitan News training.
Agency, 603 15th street, North
of the aircraft carrier Lexington.
West.—adv.
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BORN
He helped stretch the keel of the
IlcWolfe—Knox Hot pital. May 31.
to Mr and Mrs. Gordon DeWolfe, a giant warship at the Fore River
son Michael Lurvey
yard in Quincy, Mass., in 1921. And
Harjula At Thomaston. June 12. to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Harjula. a son he’s more han ever convinced that
Eric Andrew
Morris—At The Lucette. Thomaston. he would like to help stretch a
June 10. to Mr and Mrs. Charles Mor certain man's neck.
ris of Tenants Harbor, a son—Philip

Celery,

Itroreoli, and Lettuce.

s, Trell’sps,

Almost everybody is interested
ir. photography and that will be
the subject of Jerome C. Burrows
when he visits the Lions Club to
morrow as guest speaker, Jerry alvavs has a new angle.

NEEDS MORE MEMBERS

THURS.-FRI., JUNE 18-19

United Artists Presents

ii SHANGHAI GESTURE”
Featuring
GENE TIERNEY
WALTER HUSTON

CARB OF THANKS
Although I had no opposition In
yesterday’s Primary election I want
my friends to know how much I ap
predate the votes thev gave me under
such unfavorable conditions.
•
C. Earle Ludwick

Try our delicious Maine Spruce
gum. Top quality. Mail orders
filled. C. H Moor A Co.. 322 Main
50-T-tf
St., City.—adv.
BENEFIT BEANO
K. P. HALL. THOMASTON
THURSDAY. 8.15
LUCKY GAME, 822.00
MARATHON. $5.09
FREE GAME, $6.00
61‘It

BINGO
TUESD’Y NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45

Given Away, $2—1 each, and Che
nille Spread with Flowers. Door
prize $1.50. Lucky Game $3.

Men
■ts Men
I W’orkers
Men

Accessories Men
Hen
*rvislon (Men)
lee ha nical Engineers

deers
i and Annual Leave
M. Daily
nd SL, Bangor, Me-

NT OFFICER
D, BANGOR. MAINE g2

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
890 ar 781-1 or 781-U

UO-112 LIMEROCK STREET

‘ m ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 662

Rockport Farm Bureau will meet
at Penobscot View Grange hall,
Glen Cove, Thursday at all day
session. The last lesson of the nu
trition class will be held. Members
will take dishes, silver, and sugar.
The Chinese display of rare and
beautiful ornaments that one can
see in the collection shown by
Mrs. Helen Carlson in the store
room recently occupied by the
Mansfield Company is worthy of
studied interest. There one will
find opportunity for purchase of
ornaments and objects that may
never be found again. And two ob
jectives here to be accomplished
in the purchase of these charming
pieces is the Help China Movement
as well as help beautify your home
in this chance for the purchase of
rare bits of art.
Earle Sayward not only recog
nized the sign of the Rockland
Building Company in an old pic
ture of Main street published in
thi9 paper Friday, but he pro
duced the very sign from the
back porch of his garage, as good
as new, but without any informa
tion as to how he came into pos
session of it or who the owners of
the establishment were.

The latest Mood donors who reported Thursday at Knox Hospital
were: Richard G. Lewis of Union.
Miss Florence Thurston of South
Union; Allan F. McAlary. Mrs. D.
W Delano. Richard Spear, T. W.
Sylvester, Sr.. Raymond Andersen. Mrs Ludwig Geneveicz. Mrs.
Alice Nord and Mrs. Helen Gatti.

J
.
j

Promoted To Sergeant

.
j
j

Dick Reed, former Rockland
newspaper man and for the past
four years employed in public re
lations work with the Department
of Sea & Shore Fisheries through
the Maine Development Commis
sion. leaves tomorrow w’ith the
Augusta delegation for the Selec
tive Service induction center at
Portland. He visited his Rockland
home over the week-end.

Walter Jesse Staples ofi New
County road. Rockland, has com
pleted his pre-flight navigation
course at Maxwell Field, Mont
gomery. Alabama and has en
tered the Advanced Navigation
School at Turner Field. Albany,
Ga. Cadet Staples is now on his
second leg of an intensive course
of training that will graduate him
as a 2d Lieutenant. Offensive
warfare puts the spot light on
navigators as it is their job to get
the bombers to their objectives and
to get them back safely. Staples
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
E. Staples. He is a graduate of
the Rockland High School. Before
joining the armed forces he was
employed by the Central Maine
Power Co.

BLACK-OUT

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17-9.00 to 9.30

Was In Ill Health

I

Corp. Arthur L. Greenlaw, son of
Mr. an<^ Mrs. Hcward Greenlaw, of
Stonington, has been promoted to
the rank of sergeant at Gren er
Field in Manchester, N. H. He
graduated from Stonington High
School in 1933 and enlisted in the
Air Corps at Portland last June.

Robert E. Hillgrove, a veteran
of the Army of the United States
enlisted at Augusta, yesterday in
the United States Marine Corps
Reserve for the duration of the
emergency. He was transferred
to Parris Island. S. C. fcr re
cruit training. He has been living
at 107 Main street, and had at
first planned to enlist with his
brother Herbert, Jr. but the lat
ter's enlistment was delayed for
a few weeks. However, he is ex
pected to join his brother shortly.
The new Marine recruit is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hillgrove of 107 Main street, Rockland.
He had served in the National
guard, and in the United States
Army earlier during the national
emergency.

A meeting of all Knox County
malt beverage licensees will be
held in American (Legion Hall,
Rockland, at 2 o'clock Thursday
afternoon. The purpose of the
meeting is to explain and discuss
Beano at G.A.R. hall Thursday
the self-regulatory program of
June 18 at 2.15 p. m.—adv.
The Brewing Industry Foundation.
City. State and County officials
are Included among those invited.
Alonzo Conant, director ofi the
THROUGH THE NEW
enforcement division of the State
METHOD
Liquor Commission, and Ralph C.
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!
Ketchen. assistant director, have
accepted invitation to be in atten
dance and to assist in furnishing
any desired information concern
ing the State's enforcement pro
gram and regulations.
Sound
pictures will be a feature of the
Under a new system we now afternoon’s program.

Let’s All Co-operate To Make This Black-Out
a Success!

George Dana Spaulding, 84. of
Lincolnville was found shot to death
in the head with a 32 riflle Sunday
morning in the shed of his home.
County Attorney Hillard Buzzell,
Sheriff Roland Woodbury, and
Medical Examiner Vickery, of Bel
fast. were called to investigate,
and pronounced death due to sui
cide. Ill health was believed to
have been the cause. Spaulding
was a farmer and fox hunter.

The Courier-Gazette was visi
ted this morning toy Alderman
Raymond C. Perry, who states
that the proposed curfew law was
not defeated at the regular June
session, as stated in this paper,
but was tabled for action at the
July meeting. Meantime the al
dermen ask their constituents to
call them by phone, or call on
them in person to express their
wishes.

SUNDAY MOBILIZATION
JUNE 21, AROUND 2 P. M.
Complete Mobilization and Multiple Incidents

Listen For the Sirens! Act Promptly!
60-61

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL S

Arrivals over the week-end at
the F. J. O'Hara fish plant were

NEW DINING ROOM

the Royal with a catch of 37,000
redfish
and
mixed
groundfish;

Villanova. 115.000 and the Helen
Mae 2d with 60,000.

Is now fully equipped and ready to serve—Specializing in

The local office of the United
States Employment Service has
opening at once for laborers, car
penters. cordwood cutters, woolen
mill weavers and spinners, also
fish workers, both men and women.
Contrary to the usual situation,
there are now more women seek
ing domestic positions than there
are positions for them.

Co. L, Maine State Guard will
There will be no midweek prayer
drill Wednesday night this week,
service at the Pratt Memorial
instead of tonight.
Methodist Episcopal Church to
night,
due to the lateness of the
Roller polo fans wiU learn with
arrival
of the new pastor, Rev.
regret of the death of William P.
Arthur
G.
Hempstead.
Leydon. one of the greatest play
ers the sport ever knew. HLs de
mise took place in New York la3t
••
week.
The Courier-Gazette had an in
teresting visitor a few days ago
in the person of Miss Mary Leo,
stster of Stephen Leo. former sec
retary to Gov. Sewall. Miss Leo,
who served as police matron and
relief worker in Brunswick for a
number of years has been assigned
to the Slate’s Health and Wel
fare Department. She is a grad
uate of Wheaton College, and a
ycung woman of rare intelligence
and personal charm.

BUSINESS MEN’S LUNCHEON
45c to 60c, Complete
This is a cordial invitation to avail yourself of the accom

modations offered by the new Dining Room and Lobby

„v.v

a

cantputo dozjS
dtm-kowie.
Mt a one■

■

■

■

From left to right we have Rover, Rex, Jerry,

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.,

Bockland

Tel. 1216-W
A Card or a CaU Win Bring
a Representative 6iTtf

THE

SCHEDULE:

Hiphen, Spot, Patches, Fido and Brenda

The agitated gentleman has just about as much chance

Lv. Augusta

we have of getting all the folks who want to ride on the

* Lv. Lewiston
•Lv. Rockland

one round trip of the deluxe EAST WIND every day.

So, from next Saturday when the EAST WIND will start
its every-day run across 9 states in daylight until Sept. 20,

PLEASE make your reservations and buy your tickets two
weeks or more in advance.

they are sold for any trip — YOU can be in the dog-house
and not on the train.

.

7.35 A.M.

. .

9.08 A.M.

. . .

9.39 A.M.

Lv. Bangor
Lv. Waterville

of getting all those canines into his one-dog dog-house as

All seats on this all-coach flyer are reserved and when

DANCE

......

5w

Buy Your Monument

can buy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask ns for details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

Arthur Smith, driver for the
Rockland Fire Department for
the past several years, who is on
hts annual vacation frcm the de
partment, tendered his resigna
tion Saturday. He expects to be
employed shortly in a shipyard.

ROCKLAND WILL PARTICIPATE!

I
j
I
j
J
|
j
j
’

William K. Bicknell is receiv
ing treatment at Knox Hospital.

Test Mobilization

There will be a test mobilization
and incidents for the Civilian De The handsome new dining room
fence forces Sunday afternoon, some
of the Thomdtke Hotel is now fully
time after 2 o’clock.
The air raid sirens will signal the equipped., and specializing in busi
*
j start of the period by continued ness men’s lunches.
' short blasts for a period of two
minutes and will signal the end of
, the period by a sustained blast of
two minutes’ duration.
All emergency forces will gather
' at their stations and be ready for
calls on incidents.
According to Chief Air Raid Warden Louis B. Cook, one or more in. cidents has been worked out for all
1 services.
.
.

Rev. Guy Wilson D. D. and Mrs. i
Wilson left yesterday for Bidde
ford where he wiH assume his new
duties as pastor of the First ’
Methodist Church.

Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead of
Bucksport, together with his family. arrived in Rockland yesterday
where he is to take up his new
assignment as pastor of Pratt
Memorial
Methodist
Episcopal
Church. Before being assigned to
the Rockland church he had
served the Methodist parish in
Bucksport for six years as well as
churches in Brownville Junction,
Hampden, and Livermore Falls.
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9.55 A.M.
8.15 A.M.

. .

10.03 A.M.

•Lv. Bath

Lv. Brunswick

10.36 A.M.

Lv. Portland >.

11.30 A.M.

Ar. New York

.

7.39 P.M.
8.55 P.M.

Ar. Newark
Ar. Philadelphia

Ar. Wilmington

7.12 P.M.

.

9.23 P.M.

Ar. Baltimore

10.23 P.M.

Ar. Washington

11.05 P.M.

*By connecting train except Sunday.

Saturday Night
Glen Cove Grange Hall
Music By
HAL’S RHYTHM AIRES

MAINE CENTRAL R.R

61-tf
——
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Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

Tues'day-Frlday

Tuesday-Friday "

WARREN
Sidney Walter of Gardiner was
VINALHAVEN
Pvt.
Roger
Teague is receiving
THE LYRIC MUSE
a visitor in town Saturday.
William Lawry returij
training at the Station Hospital
[f-riday fro01 Rockland.
Miss Althea Hilton is employed
Cbmtoat Training school at Smyr Requirements For Teeth and
Mrs. Maxine Moulton lias
at Leland Johnston’s roadside
na, Tenn.
Eyes Revised By Navy
t and on Route 1.
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ned to Portland.
Mrs. Amy Fuller has been visit
Department
jj
rs. Donald Patterson of
Mrs. Roderick Steele (Barbara
ing her daughter and son-in-law,
.
or
k
and mother Mrs. I g t
Scott? has employment at the
A
revision
of
physical
require

Mr. and Mrs. George Law in Rock
rwood
who passed the Wi
Waldo Theatre. ’
land. She attended the gradua ments for teeth and eyes of men
California
arrived Wednesi
Bought last week from a large manufacturer
tion exercises of Rockland High desiring to enlist in the Naval Re
Charles Rowe, Jr. of Boston
ylr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert Cla
Publication
Limited
to
Brief
school, Thursday, her granddaugh serve, was announced today by
spent Sunday with his parents, Mr.
Poems
d
son
James
who
have l
who needed the money
ter, Miss Eloise Law being a mem
and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
of Original Composition
W.
G.
Saindon,
Chief
Petty
Officer
iiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Cl I
ber of the class.
/TV
William Jameson, student at
By Subscribers
,ft Friday for their home
An agriculture meeting on the in charge of the Navy recruiting
the U. of M. spent the week-end
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Office
Building,
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■n
4
neighborhood
group
plan,
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with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
HERMIT
THRUSH
Mrs. Carrie Fifield lias retu;,
pices of the extension service of gusta."
Paster Jameson.
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a visit with Dr. and Mi
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University
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will
be
Men who were previously rejec O hermit thrush, singing at eve
Miss Sara Ashworth of St. JohnsShieds
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at
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hall
Thursday
with
In thy woodland asylum unseen
ted or men who have refrained
bury, Vt. is visiting her parents
I welcome thy plaintive pure notes
pupils
in
the lower grade sch<
County
Agent
Ralph
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from applying because of eyes or
Un. and Mrs. T. O. Ashworth.
Thy spirit so tender serene.
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a
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to celebrate
present.
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of
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*
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THE SCHOOL PICNIC
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[For The Courier-Gazette]
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attend the graduation of her
Ri.hard. She was guest of Mr.
ir.d Mrs. George Geary.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Mills of
helfast passed the week-end with
Ur. and Mrs. Burton Vinal.
Oecrge Stracham came Wednes!ay to attend the graduation of
daughter Miss Jean Strachan,
I Max Conway returned Friday to
■Ro.xland.
Carrie F Gray who has- been
[nest of Mr. and Mrs. C. Victor

(

(Shields fcr over graduation exb ■:>€* returned Saturday to Clark

FOR SALE
motors f^r
and i«ar
A.-o rebuilt Ford blocks, transrPPa*f Parts for sale. R.
IRDAN 6 Kelley Lane
61 *<53
and

Chevrole*

for sale. 76 acres, 8-room
'■om basement, barn, crops
tn . hlnerv included. For qul< k
*2900 Ideal for poultry or diary*
ile fr m village
HAROLD I,
EA J?2A'2_____________
61*63
tM

4-door Chevrolet sedan and 193S
flan-- ci upe and Model-B Ford
ale All good tires
Tel
ED W'.'IZ
61.63
if. Kmeo Stove for -ale, almost
'■'•'li
i! burner Delivered in
and for $35 Other good used
prices right
HAROLD B
Washington
61* lt

)KS f r sale ln sets. Longfe'low
I Haw'home Whittier. Sir WelCharles Reade.
1
History of England.'*
ns and many odd books 22 MAST :n th garage. Citv
60*62
1C.AIN for quick sale House on
Main St
large lot; furnace.
fl’b’h
I, A THURSTON, Tel.
____________
60-tf

In Time Of War
Garden Club’s Responsibilities Being Stressed At Con
vention This Week
The Responsibility of the Gar
den Club in Time of War, the
theme for the 11th annual con
vention of the Garden Club Fed
eration of Maine, today and Wed
nesday at Portland, will toe pre
sented by nationally recognized
authorities on conservation, food
preservation, gardening and hor
ticulture. Federation officers and
chairmen will plan activities to
co-ordinate with Maine's war em
ergency program. A meeting of
the Saco Region clubs will be held
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West
Rockport,
federation
president,
will preside at the ccnvention ses
sions. and Mrs. John L. Mitchell
of Eliot, director of the Saco Re
gion clubs, will conduct the re
gional meeting. The program:
Tuesday

7 p. m.—Annual Federation Ban•Quet at Hotel Eastland. Mrs. Carroll S. Chaplin, president of the
Longfellow Garden Club, toastmistress.
Saving Beauty Spots, illustrated
lecture by Laurence B. FletcheT of
Boston, secretary of Board of
Trustees of Public iRe&ervations.
and director of National Audubon
Society and New England Wild
flower Preservation Society.
Wednesday

10 a. m.—Annual Federation
business meeting at Portland Y.
W C. A. Greetings by Mrs. Fred
S Woods of Portland.
Food Conservation in the Vic
tory Program. Miss Florence L.
Jenkins. Augusta, Supervisor of
Home Economics. State Depart
ment of Education, chairman of
the Advisory Committee for the
Food Conservation Program, and
supervisor of all local directors
for the Maine Canning Centers.
A Garden Fantasy., arranged by
Mrs. Raymond D. Barstow of
Osewantha Garden Club junior
South Portand, and presented by
groups.
2 p. m.—The Garden Requiring
Minimum Care, and Succession of
Bloom, by Mrs. L. Joseph Eno of
Bradford, Mass, landscape archi
tect and authority on gardening
and horticulture.
Poetic readings toy Miss Normena
MacKinnon of Topsham, former
Broadway star, and leading ex
ponent of poetic interpretation.
4 p. m—Convention members
invited to visit Victoria Mansion,
corner Park and Danforth streets.

inland.
T-O
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The Noneaters were entertained
Tiday by Mrs. Leslie Stinson.
Mrs Randolph Robinson and
laughter
Judy of Springfield.
Ma * are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Whitmore.
Miss Fanny Ames has returned
om North Haven, where she has
been teaching.
Fred Tolman who has been
uiest cf Mr and Mrs. Edward
P.ulbrook returned Friday to Port
land.
Mrs
Laurence Orcutt
and

Mrs. Harrie B. Coe is general
chairman.
from a business trip in Augusta.
Prof. R. Mont Arey of Roches
ter, N. Y. gave a talk Wednesday
on symphony orchestra music to
pupils in grades four, five and six
in the Washington School. He
played clarinet solos and the chil
dren sang.

.lighter of Hartford are in town '
ir the Summer.

Mrs Rilla Bray cf Rcckland at- ’
ended th? graduation of her
anddaughter Thursday.
A E. Libby returned Friday ,

Invest
A Dime Out of
Every Dollar in

U.S.Wor Bomb

for sale
Tel 7-W. MRS.
14 Pine St
60-62
CHEVROLET convertible roadI ro ale Eviellent, rubber. $50
H-5UTPORD COOK. Tenant*
_____________________ 60 62
IF. of the late Alvah J Linekin
e 1, Dunn St. Thomaston Ex- ondltlon
Teh rooms. Slate
■ayns'e Price reasonable Applv
-ANK D ELLIOT
60-tf
IKiERATOR. couch, dining rocm
kitchen table, small
tables,
bee dishes, lamp. etc., for
j0 at Ml Jameson's barn,
rreu S^( City, MABEL A PILLS___ JAL,
it'

•r

i*--.

for sale.

*__

yiCTORY

BUY

61-lt

and

Underwood
10 MASONIC ST .

60*62
D v-8 2-door coach for sale.
■
Arvin heater and reconrord V 8 motor. Ready for
',U Prire only $75. R. 8. JORl' K
l ane Citv
60*62
nav rack for sale, new rear
complete $15 also small Husy
W. C. F PRESCOTT. Pres_______
60*62
Ju.n.er.
planer
mortlser.
n-ii.ilnt saw combination, for
,E RIC'HARDS. 85 Bav View
60*62
of standing gratis for sale?
, bay se; double harness, one
• arm wagon. sleigh and riding
Use;! furniture, one
hand
Run and hose, gas refrlgerw"«^8sJ1,ew
w L MERRIAM.
Me
I\-. 7-5
59-tf
'’■ER plugs for sale $1 a~L000.
'2
13< in Bait bags 7c
J? . 1 CREAMER. Thom’s56-13_______________ 59*61
JiO hay for sale on Ov*ter
"d farm. Thomaston
Write
.PHHAINEN 120 Franklin St .
ld'-Me________
59*61
iron domestic
hot
water
h
C„.l10 Clocd condition.
H H CRIE co
328 Main St,

UNITED

STATES
DEFENSE

BONDS
AND

STAMPS

________ I9*61.

<ISHED Summer cottage for
'd
Shore Acres. VlnalM
GEOROE R GRAY, Clark
?lc_____________ __________ 59*61
.sawpd. for sale. $12 cord
d TEI. 42:-J City
59-61
F and double houses for sale.
■•K-r.. Rockport. Rockland Owls
. Thomaston. Cottages at
'•a -eishore Desirable rents <15■r month
L A THURSTON.
159 c‘ty
54-tf
ON

loam for sale
WILLIAM
Te! 23-W. West Meadow

___________ 57*62
H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
on del. Nut site and run
New River soft, not screened
•n
del
M. B.
q pCRBY.
' 6t, Tei.
487. q °

per

* , ,

WAR NEEDS MONEYI
It will cost money to detest our enemy a^^reasors.
Vour Government calls on you to help now.
Pledge today to buy Defense Bonda regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay
roll Savings Plan.

Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10i, 25^, and up.
The help of every individual ia needed.

Do your part by pledging to_buy your eharo oroty

pay day,

~ - - ------------------------------------------

Vinalhaven Diplomas

HOLLYWOOD
By Chuck Cochard

STAR-UTES

Page Five

1949

Class Parts Well Delivered
As Twenty-Two Gradu
ate From V. H. S.
Commencement exercises of Vi-

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid of
Camden were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson of
Long Cove.

Dr. and Mrs. Skolfield and Mrs.
Everett of East Oorinth were re
cent visitors at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. F. James Taylor.
Mrs. Florence Erickson and son
of Vinalhaven were called here by
the death ol her grandmother,
Mrs. Lizzie Kalloch.
Mrs. Harold Dowling cf Glen
mere has received word of the
sudden death of her father at
Quincy. Mass.
Dr. Herbert Kalloch of Fort
Fairfield is guest of his sister Mrs.
Elmer Allen.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Hollywood, (Exclusive)—A new i altered to conform to the new style.1 nalhaven High School were held
We’re ail learning new tricks of tents of a No. 2 can of apricots
rmT„exvn ot-bewXthis,„’ruT?5t,w p,"*“ u“‘au ■» “«”<««
»“■=>>
the housekeeping trade these days, through a fine sieve and mixing
among oacK .ot aorker, in the not well between Deanna Durbin ,as mint to e«n»H,v
especially in this business cf feed- ulth '2 CUP sugar and L cup corn
e"Xrp^dems “,1^'^
dan“
1
.urn
u
1
I syrup. Bring whole mixture to a
mg the family. WeVe always con- .
creating problems which the war j Radio s queen girl singer Dinah
, boil in an enameled utensil, let it
The stage was banked with ever
and priorities pile upon them. At Shore in “Hit Parade of 1942.”
tended
we
cculd
tell
a
good
cook
simmer for nve minutes Cr until
green interspersed with white lilacs,
every studio the trained men and
by a look at the shelf of condiments 1 translucent. Brush while hot over
while the front was artistically arwomen behind the scenes are faced
she kept, for with clever seasoning 1 the strawberries.
Old-time Location Days are back (ranged with large baskets of flowwith new situations daily, as they
Asparagus With Cream—1 bunch
some of the least expensive foods
labor under the handicaps cf ma again in this city . . . With the re ers, against a white pickekt fence on
asparagus,
one-third cup melted
can taste better than steak, lamb
terial shortages to build sets andi cent order from the War Produc either side of the platform. The
Land
O
’
Lakes
butter. 3 tablespoons
settings used in the filming of the; tion Board setting a limit of $5,000 base of the stage was banked with
chops
or
roast
chicken.
Are
you
’
bread
crumbs>
j teaspoon minced
on the cost of a single movie set evergreen and “1942” in white blos
nation’s entertainment.
keeping
robust,
racy
tomato
ketch-i
'
chives.
Sterling
salt and pepper to
in this city Studios are faced with soms. Suspended from the ceiling
Official Rebekah Visit
The pucp shop, for instance, is the gravest problem since the out was the class motto: “On the Youth
up, old fashioned stone ground mus- taste.
The president of the Rebekah tard and the hot English variety, Prepare and cook asparagus in
using sawdust and old paper to
break of the War. This order is of Today Rests The Democracy of Assembly Mabie L. Skolfield of
stuff
Worcestershire and steak sauce, the usual way. Drain and serve
, . . . the
.... dummies that fall from going to Deal a Death blow to Tomorrow.”
East Corinth made her official visit dried herbs and good old tangy with a sauce made by mixing melt
high buddings or are crushed under I thQfe Qreat and magniflcent mil.
To “Aida March” played by Miss of the .year to Puritan Rebekah
cracked-up automobiles. This con- lion dollar t lcs which we
Lcuise Burgess. James Roberts mar Lodge recently. She was accom horseradish ready for use . . . and ed butter with remaining ingredi
using them?
serves such priority-limited stuffs0 accustomed to
ents. The sauce should be of the
in shaled the undergraduates, to seats
mgs as long-fibre cctton or ground the past, but if it is a Step in the j reserved for them. The class of panied by her husband Dr Skol
For instance, there’s a cup of consistency of Hollandaise. Serve at
cork, but in spite of any change in direction of winning this War then 1942 led by marshal James Roberts field and D. D. Grand Marshal ground ham in the ice box. It could once.
be combined with mustard-flavored California Flummery—3 table
their insides, the dummies are sup everyone of the millions of movie then entered the hall and marched Mrs. Everett.
Other
honored
guests
were
Addie
cream sauce and baked with maca spoons unflavored gelatine. ’2 cup
plied on time and in the quantity goers will gladly accept the to their seats upon the platform.
Brown of Rockland, Past President roni or sliced potatoes or sliced cold water, 1>2 cups boiling water. I
needed.
changes.
The class of 17 girls dressed in of the Ladies Auxiliary of Maine
hard-cooked eggs in a buttered- cup orange juice, L cup lemon juice,
Up in the wardrobe department
That Hollywood Victory Caravan white floor length gowns with cor and her husband Nestor Brown,
crumb-topped
scallcp. It could be grated rind 1 lemon. L cup sugar,
where those slinky glamour gowns of 30 big stars putting on shows sage of American Beauty roses, the
Grand Herald of the Grand Lodge combined with half a cup of mashed
:l» cup Tokay. Angelica. Muscatel or
are created priorities are forcing the in key cities for Army and Navy five boys dressed in navy blue ccats
of Maine.
potato and a tablespoon of tomato Port wine. 2 cups whipped cream.
sewing wemen to use buttons in relief is expected to gross close to and white trousers, with -bouton
Upon their arrival the guests ketchup, shaped into cakes, dipped
Soak gelatine in the cold water.
place of zippers and rayon instead $750,000 on the tour. Joan Craw nieres of American Beauty rosebuds,
were welcomed by t-he reception in flour and fried golden brown in
Dissolve in boiling water. Cool. Add
of silk for many purposes. There ford says she'll stick to safe and made an attractive picture long to
committee Past Noble Grands, hot fat for eight ham cakes to eat
the orange juice, lemon juice, grat
is no longer a supply of cotton batts sane dancing after spraining her be remembered.
Myrtle Taylor. Josie Conary* and
ed rind of lemon, sugar and w.ne.
cn hand there, either, to use for back during one of the jitterbug
The program was: Processional, Ena Hawkins and were escorted with more ketchup
Do you ever dip left-over roast Chill in refrigerator until gelatine
stiffing the canvas torsos that serve scenes in her “He Kissed the "Aida,” by Louise Burgess; invoca
to the banquet hall which was
as dressmaking models for the de Bride.”
tion. Rev. Charles Mitchell; saluta beautifully decorated in rhe colors j beef, pork or ham, .cut a quarter of mixture begins to congeal. Whip
an inch thick, first in ketchup. with a beater and add the cream,
signers. In the art department Garbo accidently stumbled into tory, Floyd Robertson Jr.; prophecy,
ol pink and green. The new pink ;
jn bread crumbs, coating coin- beating until smooth. Turn into a
where the sets are designed—wood a soldier’s party at a friend's house Kenneth Anderson; first honor es and green dishes were used for the - pletely and
in fat till golden
mold and chill thoroughly. Untnokl
is being specified as a replacement the other Sunday and had a whale say, Albert Ames; gifts. Ruth Mor first time and added much to the
blown?
Do
you
ever combine on dessert plate and garnish with
for brass and aluminum.
of a time with the boys. But when ton; second honor essay, Murray attractiveness of the table.
horseradish with apple butter to sweetened fruit.
In the scene docks where those a newspaper man happens In any Hopkins; will, Ellen Burgess; vale
In the evening the degree wonk serve with hot cr cold roast duck?
MENU
big cycloramas and backdrops for cafe where she is eating, she runs dictory, Ada C. Bray; presentation
under the direction of the new • rpjiat
horseradish blended with
Breakfast
certain sets are prepared the new like everything without the rest of diplomas, Supt. George A. Brag
degree mistress Myrtle Taylor was
scientifically soured cream you
Tomato and Celery Juice
orders of the WPB have been felt. of her meal. Veronica Lake is don; ode; benediction; recessional. exemplified and the Lodge
Prepared Cereal
Although muslin and canvas are playing a witch in her present pic
The salutatory by Floyd G. Rob ceived a certificate of merit for can buy from your milk man is the
slickest dressing for hot boiled beef
Boiled Eggs
still being used, but such materials ture, and when Fredric March is ertson was well written and finely excellent work.
tongue or corned beef or served over
Corn Bread
are being conserved by use of paint starting to many Susan Hayward. delivered, as he extended a hearty
The president and grand mar
removers and laundering. For in Veronica appears at tiie wedding welcome to parents, schoolmates, shal were presented with gifts as spinach, Swiss chard or beet greens. Strawberry and Rhubarb Preserves
Good news . . . the Ceresota offer
Coffee
stance the New York city skyline in a huge gust of wind that blows superintendent, the school faculty, a remembrance of their visit with
has
been
extended
for
another
week
Luncheon
backdrop may turn up on another everyone out of the house. P S. classmates, school board and friends. Puritan Lodge.
’Green Soup
set next week as a western hillside. Veronica finally gets him.
The prophecy caused much mer Past Noble Grand Josie Conary 1 and if you will send ten cents plus
a
trademark
cut
from
a
package
of
Chopped
Meat end Vegetable ....
Yes, studio back lots are carrying George Cukor’s selection to di riment by its unique witticisms and in behalf of the Lodge presented
'
Ceresota
enriched
flour,
we
can
1
Sandwich
cn—doing their bit toward conserv rect Spencer Tracy and Katharine predicted a bright future for class to Past Noble Grand Ena Hawkins |
send
you
a
copy
cf
this
48-page
•St.
Clair
’
s Strawberry Tarts
ing resources for both employe-s Hepburrf in "Keeper of the Flame.’’ mates as was foretold by Kenneth a P.N.G. j ewel. The president
"Atlas
of
the
World
at
War.
”
The
Tetley
Tea
and the nation. The powder and marks the anniversary of one of Anderson. First henor essay, by then gave interesting and instruc
book
is
filled
with
up-to-date
maps,
Dinner
effects men. who have solved very the longest and most successful Albert Ames, showed deep thought tive remarks.
to take you arcund the world with
’Pinwheel Casserole
real if very odd prcblems in the star-director associations in Holly as he discussed the subject of "Avia
The committee was Carolyn the news commentators. But this
Baked Potatoes
past, are still at wcrk. The wind- wood. Ten years ago, Cukor first tion." Presentation of gifts, was by McIntosh, Marion Morris, and
is the last week, so send for your String Beans
Summer Squash
machine men and the cobweb mak brought Miss Hepburn to the Ruth Morton, who bestowed joke Daisy Davis.
copy now.
Sliced Cucumbers
ers are ready and willing to tackle screen in “Bill of Divorcement.” gifts with appropriate rhymes to her
Lizzie S. Kalloch
If you'll send 25 cents plus two Whole Wheat Bread
Jelly
any new problem a production may which made her a star overnight. classmates after which Mary John
Mrs. Lizzie Kalloch. 95. died labels from Shefford cheese we can
•California Flummery
bring abcut. For example, the cob Later he directed her in such out son presened a gift to Ruth Morton.
Coffee
web machines new use glue instead standing films as ‘“The Philadel
Murray Hopkins gave his second June 10 at the home of her grand send ycu a stunning maple finished
Piestwood
tray
in
a
medern
streamdaughter,
Mrs.
Willis
Wilson
with
•Recipes
given
of rubber—-which used tc be the phia Story," ’Holiday" and "Little honor essay in a very creditable
staple product for studio cob-webs. Women.”
manner. To Ellen Burgess was as whom she had resided since the | lined design, The trays are spot
Back lot and front lot, the studies
Richard Dix is celebrating the signed the interesting class will, death a few years ago of her and stain proof, you'll all adore j
SOUTHWEST HARBOR
them.
seem to be cf on mind. Everyone 21st anniversary of his before-the- which contained many startling and daughter. Mrs. Alice W. Pullen.
Mrs. C. E. Cock has epened her
And if you’d like a smart book of!
Mrs. Kalloch -had been con
is set to do his or her part in win cameras career, a record almost amusing bequests when she disposiideas for painting and re-decorating house
the main rcad f0‘ the
fined
to
her
bed
the
past
three
ning the war and in making enter unprecedented in. the history of tioned the property of her class,
! Summer.
tainment. for those who serve as movieland. Coming to the screen ' The valedictorian was Ada C. years, but mingled with her in by all means let us send you the Ky-1 Mr. and Mrs. J. S Harmon, Mrs.
anize book "Bring Your Bright Ideas I .
well as for those who are cf neces as a full-fledged star
in Jcseph j Bray, whose subject was "Paving firmities was always a touch of
.
.
Schenck's production, "Not Guilty" . The Way To Peace.” The address cheerfulness, and a tendency to I to Life.” It’s free and yours for the I Florence were guests _Sunday
sity. left at home.
of rel
(
asking.
So
is
the
big
La
Rosa
recipe
'
look
at
things
from
a
humorous
• • • •
in 1921, Dix retained his stellar reflected much credit upon herself
standpoint getting the most out ( book "101 Ways to Use Macaroni"' atives here.
That love between Ginger Rogers position in the cinematic firma and her delivery was excellent.
The Rosenkrans of Yonkers. N. Y.,
and Lt. Jimmy Stewart is still very ment ever since. It was in the
Diplomas were presented the class of life under conditions which , and the Kirkman catalog of piemi- i are expected to arrive about June
much alive and they see each other old Morosco Theatre here in Los by Supt. George A. Bragdon w’ith were normal for one so advanced i unis. You may have the free books 26.
whenever he gets a leave—so it must Angeles that Schenck discovered ; impressive words of counsel and ad- in age. Mrs. Kallooh had been on receipt of your request sent to
Mrs. Stillman Dolliver, Mrs. Ar
be the real thing at last for cur him, and signed him as the star4.vice. The class song, to the tune a member of the church for 76 Marjorie Mills, Yankkee Network, thur Whittier and Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy.
of the film. “Not Guilty." Since of "White Cliffs of Dever,” was years and was a member of Turi- Boston. Mass.
Fred Rcbbins were business visitors
Really important news concerns
Lupe Velez, that Mexican lassie, then. Dix has had top billing in sung with original words by Mrs. tan Rebekah Lodge for many
last Tuesday in Bangor.
the Sterling First Aid kit we can
diaws a new RKO contract and the more than 200 pictures, his latest Margaret Cocmbs. Benediction was years.
Claremcnt Hotel epened June 1.
Funeral servcles were held Sat- send you. Send a bit of paper from
by Rev. Charles Mitchell, pastor of
popular Mexican Spitfire series being "Destiny.”
The new bus line service between
urday at the local church. Rev. B. ■ the pouring spout of a box of Stercontinue, Joan Merrill. Breadway
Abbott and Costello have made Union Church.
Southwest Harbor and Ellsworth
The graduation ball followed with F. Springer officiating. The flowers i ling salt, with 25 cents and get a began June 10 with two round trips
singing star, has been signed for a eight pictures in less than 18
were many and beautiful. Burial ‘ White Cross First Aid kit . . . 11
singing role in Sonja Henie’s "Ice months, and never until "Pardon music toy Arey’s Orchestra.
daily.
®
The faculty is comprised cf Prin waf in the -Levi Hart lot. beside J items in all in this convenient boxed
land,” with Sammy Kaye and his My Sarong,” has either of the
band.
Evelyn Brent, remember comedians appeared in a legiti cipal LawTence Bagley and assist her sister the late Afcbie Hart. ( kit, plus emergency first aid instrucRAZORVILLE
Address Marjorie Mills,
ants, Miss Phyllis Black and Miss Bearers were: Granville Bachelder, tions.
her? appears in ‘‘Wrecking Crew." mate love scene.
The
Razorville
Schocl hold a
Henry
Paterson.
Clayton
Hunne

Yankee Network, Boston, Mass.
with Richard Allen and Chester
Lou’s osculatory partner in "Par Doris Russell.
service
at
the
chapel
Sunday aftwell
and
deacon
Erroll
Wiley.
Green Soup—2 bunches water
Telegrams were received and read
Morris. Wallace Beery draws the don Mj- Sarong" is Nann Wynne.
was
led
by Miss
The
immediate
relatives
who
cress. 2 cups Brown Band G. Wash- ■ ernoon, which
by Supt. Bragdon, from Virginia
starring par t in "Tell It to the
Achievement
cards
White, Pauline Smith. Vera Warren survive are: three grandchildren. ington Instant Broth, 2 diced po- Hazel N Lan-e.
Marines.”
to
Alvah
Jones.
were
awarded
Ann Harding returns to the sereen Olive Amiro, Helen Asiala of Wav Mrs. Florence Erickson of Vinal tatoes, 2 hard-cocked egg yolks, 2
Harold Lloyd’s daughters. Gloria
after many years in “Eyes in the erly, Mass., and Richard Williams haven, Mrs. Mabel Wilson and slices bread, 2 tatoles-pocns Land O’ Milton Clark. Victor Chapman,
17, and Peggy. 16. will pcstpcr.e their Night" featuring Edward Arnold, upChristine Chapman, Beatrice Tur
Myron Wiley of this place; to Lakes butter.
movie debut to study dramatics at and-coming Donna Reed and Reg of Quincy, Mass., who sent congratu
gether with great-grandchildren
Cook watercress until almost done, ner, Erland Savage* Jchn Daw
Stephens College under Maude inald Denny. David Selznick will latory messages to the class of 1942.
then add potatoes and cook until son, Bruce Dawson, for comple
A large delegation from North and several minor relatives.
Adams in Columbia, Missouri. One make the life of Marie Dressier
they are soft. Press through sieve tion of all Bible wcrk assigned
cf Dorothy Lamour’s best moments into a motion picture. Wallace Haven attended the exercises.
and add the puree to the beef for the year. A special certificate
CRIEHAVEN
The entire class left Monday for a
in selling War Bends Is the story of Berry and that dead-pan Marjorie
Main, now definitely established
Roger Harriman of Searsport broth. Brown the bread slightly in of honor was given to the schocl.
her experiences as a $15-a-week as a team, will star together in trip to New York City, accompanied
was
a business visitor here last one tablespoon of the fat and cut Also an award was made to the
by Principal Bragdon and Miss
elevator operator when she had to “Salute to the Marines."
into small cubes. Add the minced school for its religious scrapbook
Tuesday .
Norma Shearer may retire from Orcutt.
save hard to have shoes resoled
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tripp and H. egg yolks and the remaining table which was given first place for
Members of the class are: Carolyn
Adolphe Menjcu refuses to 1 etire, the screen at the completion of
her latest film under her MGM E. Alley, Albert P. Ames, Kenneth D. Crie were on the mainland from spoon of butter to the soup, season neatness and arrangement at the
says it cnly means cracking up, contract,
"Her Cardooard Lover”.
to taste; add the bread cubes and annual meeting of the County As
and he isn’t ready tc crack fcr many Vercnica Lake, who became fa V. Anderson. Ada C. Bray, Mildred Tuesday to Thursday.
sociation for Rural Religicus Edu
Roy Simpson’s boat has been sold serve hot.
many years.
mous as a blonde, has gone and J. Brinkworth, Marion F. Brown.
Pinwheel Casserole—pound cation: in May. Plans were made
Joan Davis took an unintentional done it—she's dyed her hair a Ellen S. Burgess. Audrey M. Coombs, and -will go to Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tupper ar Shefford American cheese. 1 table for a few weeks of weekday Sun
fall in a serious play and got so bright red. but still has the usual Helen L. Dyer, Alice F. Erickson.
lock draped over her eye. Lew
rived Tuesday from Vinalhaven spoon milk. 2 tablespoons chopped day School in July.
many laughs that the management Ayres has finally been granted his Richard E. Geary*, Evelyn Hopkins.
pimientc, bread 1 pound asparagus
kept the fall in? Then and there very first wish—admittance to the Murray B. Hopkins. Eleanor R. where they spent the Winter.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Camps
Miss
Betty
Simpson
came
home
(12 stalks), 2 teaspoons chopped;
Hutchinson.
Marion
J.
Johnson,
a comedienne was born. She has Army Medical Corps.
onion, 14 tablespoons Land O’J
Robert Sterling, that handsome Mary C. Johnson. Ruth M. Morton, Thursday from Rockland where she
done her ccmedy falls over 15,000
new star from M-G-M and extra Floyd G. Robertson, Jr. Astrid K has completed her third year in Lakes butter. 3 tablespoons Ceresota
times.
special boy friend of Ann Sothenriched flour, 1 cup milk. 14 cups
Girls who hate to carry hand ern. gives up a promising film Rosen, Jean E. Strachan. Margue High School.
Out
of
this
community
have
gone
diced cooked Mcrrell ham.
bags should follow Jeanette Mac career to join the Army Air Corps rite A. and Marjorie E. MacDonald
five
young
men
into
the
Service,
Make a paste with the first three
Donald’s trick—a bracelet which next month—rumors have it that (twins).
Y00« MUFFINS HIT TWE
all
volunteers
—
Oscar
Simpson
and
ingredients
and use as filling for
carries her lipstick, rcuge and small Ann and Bob will marry when her
SPOT, LAST NIGHT I
divorce from Roger Pryor becomes
Russell Simpson, (brothers) Roy pinwheel sandwiches, using three
powder compact with sliding panels final. His latest was "Red Light.”
LONG COVE
Simpson, Victor White and Harold long slices of bread, crusts removed
to conceal them. Because of the with Clark Gable and Lana Tur
The Long Cme School was award
Anderson. The latter is the only Cook diced asparagus in salted
silk shortage, studios are nct fur ner. Carole -Landis has dyed her ed a special certificate of honor
WUR SPICE CAKE
one
thus far to suffer torpedoing. water until tender; drain, and boil
Wednesday toy Miss Hazel N. Lane
nishing stockings to any, of their hair three shades darker.
WAS A DREAM!
Mrs. H. D. Crie picked a half down liquid to one-half cup. Cock
You should see Hedy Lamarr
stars. All because Mary Martin’s with her dark skin make-up and
pint of ripe, wild strawberries Fri- onion in butter over low heat. Place
32 fan cluhs in Texas started bom her flashing teeth—and if you’re “Orchestra Wife" between Mary
Mr. Adams is guest of his cousin. over hot water, add flour and mix
barding her studio with suggestions interested—her native dress which Beth Hughes and Carole Landis.
HOW CAN’
Fred
Tripp.
well. Add the milk gradually and
Since
Robert
Taylor
clicked
in
that their favorite star be teamed is far less than Dotty Lamour’s “Johnny Eager” as a first class
THOSE
GOOD RESULTS?,
cook, stirring constantly until
with Fred Astaire in a musical. sarong. The costume — or what meanie he’s slated for a role with
there is of it is for the screen ver
for completion of all Bible work for thickened. Add asparagus liquid,
Paramount studio now announces it sion of "White Cargo."
Charles Laughton and Brian Donthe year by all members of the ham and asparagus. Reheat and
is a suitable story to co-star the
Bette Davis in "In This Our levy in "Carho of Innocents.” a school. Individual cards were given pour into a buttered baking dish and
Life” rings the four-star bell with timely and robust thriller of cur
pair.
TRY ROMFORD
another
sensational performance. rent events. “The Shanghai Ges to’Gertrude Lantz. Jane Harvey, cover with the pinwheels and brown
The new victory suits will ccst
rrfc SUPREME!
positively hate our Bette in ture." which was rapped by critics, Evelyn Johnson. Wilfred Carlson. under the broiler. Serves six.
the male stars in this city a pretty You'll
the role she plays. "My Favorite grossed so far in this country a Donald Jacobson, Linwood Johnson.
St. Clair's Glazed Strawberry
penny. They can't use their old Blonde” is certainly -one of Bob mere million dollars and it cost
Peter Peterson, Jeanette Hyvarinen, Tarts—Make the pastry shells and
suits because they are now out-of- Hope s best films. Put "Tortilla only half that amount—so what
Carolyn Inabinet, Marshall Ames, bake. Let cool, then fill with a cus
date. This means that stars and Flat" on your "must see" list- Mr. Critics.
Ruth Lantz. Nancy Carlson, Mary- tard; top with strawberries which r
Ann
Sheridan
never
claimed
to
players with extensive wardrobes with Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr
New sugarless recipe booklet!
be a Amazon, but apparently they anna Jchnscn. P. imary cards were have been washed and hulled. plac-( FRSS:
and John Garfield.
Conserve America's vital supplies. Write
like Adolphe Menjou who has 68
Betty GraWe is getting along fine raise ’em hale and hearty down given to Elizabeth Mackie, Richard ing them so the pointed ends aie today. Address: Rumford Baking Pow
suits will have to have them tail since her operation. Not since “The Texas way. She had to carry Jack
uppermost. Then cover with apri der, Box AS, Rumford, Rhode Island.
Benny across a set for a scene in Carter, Gary Hyvarinen, John
ored almost completely over. He is Women” has there been a scrap
sending 22 of them this week to be between two women as there ia in "George Washington Slept Here.”

Lantz, Neil Anderson.

cot glaze made by forcing the con-

THOMASTON

At Park Theatre Today

Thomaston
Alumni
<

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear and
The Thomaston High School
children. Louise and John went r ’
Alumni banquet held at the Ma
Sunday to Camden where they will
sonic hall Thursday was attended
spend the Summer at Lake Megun
by 122.
ticook.
The attractive ta£le decorations
Mrs. Lillian J. Tobey has returned
of purple and white flcwer^ were
from a brief visit in Boston.
arranged by Mrs. Elliot.
Mrs. Josephing Stone asked the
A pre-school clinic will be he’d
blessing, after which a turkeyWednesday at 1.30 at the Select
dinner was served by the women
men's office. Parents who have chil
of
Grace Chapter. O.E.S.. assisted
dren entering school in the Fall are
by
these junior girls as waitresses:
urged to have them attend.
Betty
Barton, Ruth Miller, Glen
Dr. Elmer Biggers returned Sun
ice
Lermond,
Beverly Kirkpatrick.
day after attending the annual Os
Elaine
Risteen
and Barbara Sul
teopathic Convention at Poland
livan.
Spring.
Mrs. Robert H. Libby, president,
Misses Joan Crie and Patricia
opened the meeting and extended
Roes, left today for Criehaven where
a welcome to all. especially to the
they will be guests cf the former’s
class of '42. Robert K. Mayo, sec
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
retary and treasurer, gave a re
Crie for two weeks.
port of the last meeting and read
Mr. and Mrs Dudley Rockwell and
the treasurer's report. He also
son David of West Hartford. Conn,
read interesting letters, frcm Mrs
were week-end guests of Mrs. Ruth
Clara Watts Lermond, class of ’86
M. Rockwell.
and W. T. Smith, Jr.,
Mrs. Marie Singer tripped over a
Mrs. Naomi Elliot, chairman of
"There's One Born Every Minute,", Brcwn, which heads the double fea
garden hose, at her home Thursday
the
nominating committee, then
She was taken to Knox Hospital, | Universal ccmedy starring Hugh! ture program at the Park today presented the names for the new
Wednesday and Thursday, co-feawhere x-rays showed that she hadi- Herbcrt>
features —
Edgar -----------Kennedy, I ture
--------- , ---------action picture "Murder officers which were: Forest Stone,
broken her left arm just below the
president; Mrs. Lura Libby, vice
Guy Kibbec, Peggy Moran and Tom in the Big House.”
shoulder. She returned home Fripresident; Miss Charlotte Welch,
day.
secretary
’ and treasurer, with Miss
Mrs. Alice Macgowan and Warren commencement exercises at Gorham Ray Spear, Mrs William T. Flint. Rebecca Robertson, Percy Wil
Macgowan of Portland are spending Normal School. Mrs. Strout’s cousin, Mrs. Ralph Keyes. Mrs. Hollis liams, Gordon Spaulding, Miss
a few days in town. Mrs. Mac- Miss Laura Meserve of Jefferson, a Young. Mrs. Ronald Messer and Barbara Gilchrest and Mrs. Lu
gewan as guest of Mr. and Mrs. member of the class taking part in Mrs. Alexander Donaldson
cille Dolliver Stone as the execu
The Epworth League members tive board, who were duly elected
Wendell E. Barlow and Mr. Mac- a musical ensemble.
Mrs. Leona Reed has resumed are sponsoring a program tonight
gewan as guest of Rodney Jordan.
The oldest member present was
her
duties at the Lawrence Port at 7.30 in the Methodist vestry to
Gordon Crie of Chicago arrived
Mrs. Annie Willey, a member of
Friday for an indefinite visit with land Cement plant after a vaca raise money to send its members the class of 74, who is to be con
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Oscar tion spent in Portland, Scarboro 1 to the institute at Camp Tangle- gratulated upon her remarkable
and Dover, N. H.
I wood, Lincolnville.
Crie.
record, having missed but one
Maryon Blackington won five
Mr. and Mrs. John Singer and
alumni banquet in 68 years. Mrs.
School Notes
daughter Linda of Augusta passed ribbons and 30 of the 38 points in
Mrs. Lura Libby, principal of the Adelaide Hanley, class of 75 and
the week-end with Mr. Singer’s the recent riding contest of the
Green Street School announces that Mrs. Edith Mills Copeland, class
Portland Riding Academy.
mother, Mrs. Marie B. Singer.
these pupils were not absent during ’81 were also present. Mrs. CopeMrs. Ethel Benner returned Sun
Mrs. Charles Winchenbach leaves the school year. Grade 2, Bentley and’s granddaughter. Miss Sally
day to Lynn, Mass., after spending today for Kingston, N. II. for a
Watts; Grade 3, Ila Gasper, Elwyn Gray, is a member of the class of
a few days at the heme of Mrs. few weeks’ visit.
Burkett, Irving Lufkin; Grade 4 '42 tout was unable to attend the
Louise Hewitt, while attending the
About
75
Finnish- Americans Betty Kearney. At the close of thp banquet due to illness.
graduation exercises, her niece and gathered at Mrs. Maki's cottage,
Mrs. Faye Stetson, class of '22
nephew, Dorothy and George Cushing. Sunday to enjoy a din school year the children bought De read an original poem to the class
fense Stamps amounting to $629.45
Montgomery, of Cushing being ner of beef stew, coffee bread, de
These pupils from the Green of ’42, which contained amusing
members of the class. Mrs. Benner sert and coffee. A program of
Street school were awarded 7-point prophecies for the graduates, pur
was dinner guest Thursday at the music and recitations was much
health pins: Sub-primary, Bruce ported to be from a Gypsy seer and
home of Mrs. Blanche Wilson.
enjoyed, after which a voluntary Strong. Shirley Seekins, Jean recounted in the light of a camp
Mrs. Elmer Biggers entertained collection was taken for the local
ine Spaulding, Donna Edmands fire. Limited space precludes pub
Friday at a picnic supper and so branch of the Red Cross, which
Donna Regers, Vivian Robinson, lication in its entirety, but the
cial evening in honor of Mrs. Alice resulted in the sum of $54.17.
Jean Newcomb, Neil Overlock, concluding stanza was:
Macgowan of Portland.
Others
William Blake of Rockland and
embers are losing their
Katherine Ludwig, Douglass Levan The campfire
glow.
present were Mrs. W. B. D. Gray. J Russell Davis returned Sunday
The Gypsy glides softly from view;
Kathleen Libby, Kay Keizer, Lcuise Perhaps
some predictions were rather
Mrs. Orville Williams, Mrs. Edward from a week's fishing trip down
Jones Sherrill Henderson, Malcolm
far fetched.
Dornan, Mrs. Etlwin Lynch. Mrs. East.
I think it was fun. though don't
Daggett, Thomas Creamer, Law
you?
Forest Stone, Mrs. Warren Knights,
This town will participate in
rence Brooks, Gordon Benner and
The
program consisted of a duet
Mrs. Weston Young. Mrs. Charles the blackout Wednesday night.
Rae
Clark; first grade, Harlan Ed sung by Roger and Richard Mac
Smith and Mrs. Mabie Achorn.
Air-raid warning will sound at an
Mrs. Herbert Newbert and Mrs. unannounced time, between 9 and wards, Gail Treat, Ruth Taylor Farland. accompanied by their
Roberta Olsen, Kay Butler, Bernice mother Mrs. Robert MacFarland,
Walter Bucklin returned Sunday 9 30. and will last for 20 minutes.
Hunt, Richard Weaver, Eleanor and a piano solo toy Miss Grace
after sipending a few days with Mr. After the all-clear signgl all those
Shields. Doris Seekins, Mary Green Paulsen. The main feature was
and Mrs. Eugene Closson in Upton, who wish will gather at Watts hall.
Mass., while attending the gradua All Civilian Defense services are leaf, Martha Jack, Henrietta Shef Dr. Donald T. Leigh of Rockland
tion exercises of Mrs. Newbert's expected to be on the alert. Red field. Janet Seekins, Virginia Frank- who proved himself so capable a
granddaughter, Miss Arlene Closson. lanterns will mark the incidents cwski. and Jean Gage; second grade magician, that he was even invisi
Forest Anderson, Margaret Butler, ble to the audience, who are still
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will for the wardens.
meet in the vestry Wednesday at 2
The Class of ’42 gave a banquet Reynold Brooks, third grade, Ila wondering what feats of magic he
o’clock, with sewing in the after at Knox Hotel Friday night in Gasper, Durante Sheffield, Jean may have performed in his invisi
Williams, Sally Gilchrest, Paul ble state (?).
noon, business meeting and supper honor of L. C. Sturtevant ("Sty
Starrett,
Audrey Young, Roger
After the banquet, several left
at 6 with this committee in charge: vie"). The dining room was deco
Libby,
Arthur
Elliot,
Wendell
Hen

for Watts hall where the annual
Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Mrs. Leila rated with royal purple and silver
derson.
Alfred
Starr,
Irving
Lufkin
alumni
ball took place.
Smalley. Mrs. Minnie Newbert and gray, the class colors, with the
Orrin
Treat,
Helma
Matson,
Caro

In
the
receiving line were Mrs.
numbers ”1942" placed cn the wall
Mrs. Blanche Lermond.
lyn
Lufkin,
George
Lindahl,
Evelyn
Hilda
Keyes,
Mrs. Emma Young,
Miss Elizabeth Henry, dietitian of near the head table where sat the
Bean,
Richard
Glidden,
Edward
Mrs.
Charlotte
Gray, Mrs. Sara
Maine Central Institute, arrived class officers and teachers. Gifts
Vinal,
Raymond
Wallace,
Richard
Montgomery
and
Mrs. Lura Libby.
Tuesday to spend a few days with were presented to the teachers,
Stone,
Vera
Pease.
Frank
Shields.
The
junior
girls
who ushered
who were greatly surprised. “Sty
her mother. Mrs. Walter Henry.
Althea
Stanley,
Donald
Thorndike,
were
Misses
Barbara
Maxey.
Elaine
The executive beard of the East vie” sang the song “Ccming down
Alfred
Johnson
and
James
O'Neil
Risteen,
Priscilla
Hastings.
Ruth
ern Star Field Day Association met from Bangor" at the request of
Fourth
Grade.
Robert
Carter,
Miller. Betty Barton. Glenice Ler
at Masonic hall Saturday afternoon the seniors. Other special guests
Gladys
Cushman,
Frank
Hardy,
mond, Barbara Sullivan and Bev
to make pl^is for the annual meet were Mrs. Florence Gardiner, Miss
Edith
Hunt,
Alice
Jenkins,
Conerly
Kirkpatrick.
ing Aug 7. There will be a picnic Dorothy Weeks. Mrs. Ruth E. San
stance
Knights.
Richard
Maki,
Don
Charles Wincapaw
supper, each chapter providing ’ts born and
own lunch. Coffee will be furnished • Charlie Wink). Mr. Colby Wood aid Paulsen, Stirling Risteen, Char birthday cake. Ice cream, cake and
after which there will be a program and Roland Morse were invited lene Spaulding, Charles Tuttle, Joan cookies were served by hostesses.
folk wed by cards and beano. Those but unable to attend. The seniors Young, Geraldine Billings and Those present were: Mrs. Howard
Rollins and children, Glenna and
present to make arrangements were present were. Florine Burnham. Duane Perron.
Scott; Mrs. Harold Weymouth and
Miss Katherine Veazie of Golden Gwendolyn Barlow, Doris Davis,
daughter,
Ann; Mrs. Gerald Dalzell
Eugene
Fales.
Lucille
Gillis,
Sally
Rod Chapter, Rockland, vice presi
CAMDEN
and
son,
Jarvis and Mrs. Gilbert
Gray.
Clarice
Jameson.
Phyllis
Mr. and Mrs. F. Harold Herrick
dent; Miss Helena Upham of Har
Harmon
and
daughters, Jane and
Kalloch,
Douglas
Lash.
Mildred
of Rawson avenue announce the en
bor Light Cluuiter. Rockport, Mrs.
Nancy.
Mrs.
Luther
Goodman and
Helen Maxey oV Ivy Chapter, War Leach Gerald Murphy. Marion gagement of their daughter, Verna
son,
James
were
invited
but w’ere
ren, Mrs. Hester Chase of Golden Overlock. Hazel Starrett. Ethel J. Herrick to Corp. Francis L
unable
to
come.
Red Chapter, Rockland, treasurer. Stebbins. Gertrude Suomela, Frie Pellerin, formerly of this town and
Benjamin Burkett of Portland is
Mrs. Lura Libby, Grace Chapter, da Tinker. Thelma Wales. Barbara at present with the Air Corps in the
secretary and Mrs. Madeline Spear, Vinal, Robert Ycung and class Canal Zone Mr. Pellerin is-the son enjoying a week’s vacation with his
Grace Chapter, president, who con president, Walter Chapman, trea- of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Pellerin family cn Colcord avenue.
surer, Marion Hall and secretary cf Warren. Both of the young peo
ducted the meeting.
Mrs. Irving Moulton of Scarboro
Harold Goss, New York City was Maxine Mitchell.
ple are graduates of Camden High spent the week-end in town.
Mrs. J. Russell Davis' entertained School. At present. Miss Herrick is
dinner guest Thursday of Miss Mar
Miss Ruth Mathews returned Sat
garet Ruggles, enroute to the Eger- at a lawn party and picnic supper employed in Baldwin. No date has urday from a house party at the
Friday in honor of Mrs. Robert H. been set for the wedding.
ton Farm, South Cushing.
Witham Cottage on Green Island
Mrs. Grace Strout and Miss Mar- Libbv, who leaves the latter part
Mrs. Mary Hall of Liberty spent She was the guest of Miss Ruth
garet Simmons went Sunday to ' of June for Denver, Col. to attend the past week with Mr. and Mrs. Witham of Rockland.
Gorham, where they will attend the the National Teacher'-s Convera- Norman Fuller.
Kobn-Coathup
------------------------------ —----------•— j tion as a delegate from the Maine
Mrs F. Harold Herrick of Camden
Teacher's Association. Mrs. Libby
A beautiful home wedding took
and Mrs. Dorothy Sprague of Rock
received many useful gifts. Special
place Sunday night at 9 o'clock in
26 FOOT MOTOR BOAT invitations were given by Miss port were recent visitors at the home Lincolnville Beach when Miss Bar
ef Mrs. Fred Blackman in Rock
Gladys Doherty. Others present
bara Coathup. daughter of Mr. and
FOR SALE
land.
were Mrs. Paul Taylor, of Wash
Mrs. William Coathup became the
The 26 foot motor boat which
Miss Ruth Mathews is substitut bride of Edward Kctos formerly of
belonged to my late husband is for
ington. D. C. Mrs. Davis' house
sale. The boat Is in perfect con j giiest. Mrs. Arthur Cullen of Port ing at the office of Otis & Harmon Lincolnville and Camden and now
dition. ready for service either
in a branch of the Service. Tlie
land. Mrs. George N. Phillips and for the week.
pleasure craft, lobstertng or fish
Mrs.
Doris
<
Heald)
Rolerson
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Leach
of
Rcckland.
ceremony
took place before a bay
ing. Included is paint, compass,
oil and usual equipment.
and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton. Miss son Peter, of Hartford have arrived window banked with bridal wreath
Barbara Batchelder, Mrs. Karl in tewn for the season.
and evergreen, with large bouquets
MRS. H. W. ANDREWS
TEL. ROCKLAND 334 or 401
Stetson. Mrs. Lee W. Walker, Mrs.
Miss Lucie Dickens has arrived of lupin each side and was per
Write, Care Spruce Head P. O.
J. Edward Elliot, Mrs. Dcnal K. heme from Gorham Normal School. formed by Rev. H. I. Holt of Rock
59*81
Thompson, Miss Clara Spear. Mrs.
Robert Anderson spent the week port.
The bride was attractive in a suit
end in Portland.
John K. Mills of Wellesley Hills. of white with a corsage of sweet

PERMANENT POSITION
If you are between 18 and 60 years of age, married or single,
and desire permanent position, you may wish to write for infor

mation to—

GARDNER STATE HOSPITAL
11
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EAST GARDNER, MASS.

She was attended by her
Mass., was recent guest of his son. peas.
sister, Miss Mildred Coathup who

Frederick Mills.

Infants baptized at the Children’s
Day Services at the Baptist Church
were: John Shaw. Jane Hannon,
John Stahl and Martha Bond.
I The first biTthday of Linda Lois,
daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dwinal was celebrated Friday at
the home of her aunt, Mrs. Robert
Smith. Megunticook street. The
table was decorated in pink and
, white and had as a centerpiece, the

wore a print dress with corsage. The
best man was Carver Nickerson of
Boston.
There were nearly 100 guests pres
ent at the wedding and reception
which followed. Wedding cake and
ice cream were served.
Mrs. Kobs ls employed at the
cffice cf Otis & Harmon.

A County Blackout
Director Farnham l««ues Or
ders For Knox and Other
Counties
All of Kncx County will partici
pate tomorrow night in a blackout
which will cover nine counties of
the State.
The signal will sound some time

after 9 o’clock tomorrow night with
the blackout regulation remaining
in force until the “all clear" signal
is sounded.
The official order from the office
of Colonel Farnham is published
below:
A test blackout for that portion of
the State of Maine which receives
its warning frcm the Army Filter
Center at Bangor will be held on the
n ght of Wednesday, June 17
The area which will participate in
this backout will include the coun
ties of Franklin, Somerset, Piscata
quis, Arcostock, Penobscsot, Wash
ington, Hancock, Waldo, Knox and
the northern and eastern portions
of Kennebec. The District Warn
ing Centers at Bangor, Machias.
Skowhegan. Ellsworth. Rcckland
and Presque Isle will each initiate
the warn ngs for their respective
Warning Districts and Districts
warned by them.
The first warning will be given at
an unannounced time between 9 00
and 9.30 p. m., E.W.T. The dura
tion of the blackout will be for 20
minutes after the public alarm.
All County and Municipal Staffs,
as well as all Civilian Defense Serv
ices, will be completely mobilized.
County Co-ordinators shall super
vise closely the operations in the
areas under their Jurisdiction. Mu
nicipal Chairmen will be responsible
for all arrangements in connection

with the blackout and mobilization
and shall see that adequate pub
licity is given to the test.
All traffic, except emergency ve
hicles as defined in section three of
General Order No. 4. dated March
6, 1942, shall be halted for the dura
tion of the blackout.
4
• Control of traffic in areas outside
municipalities shall be under the di
rection of the State Police and the
County Sheriffs and their Deputies.
Railroads operating within tho
State are invited to participate in
this test blackout in so far as Is
practicable and will issue their own
orders to their operating person
nel. In accordance with Executive
Order No. 3 and General Order No.
3, railroad stations, buildings and
other structures shall be governed
by the blackout orders in force In
the locality in which they are
situated.
Industrial plants and factories
engaged in war work shall be in
vited by Municipal Chairman to
participate in this rehearsal but arc
not required to do so, if in the
opinion of the management, such
participat on would interfere with
production.
- Radio towers, radio stations, air
markers, beacons, coastal and chaunel installations under the control
of the United States Army or Navy
will not participate ln this blackout
unless ordered to do so by Army or
Navy authority.
Military reservations and other
areas under the control of the Armv
or the Navy are invited to partici
pate but the decision remains at
their discretion.
Particular attention will be paid
to the maintenance of communica
tions with the several services and
with Report Centers. Municipal
Chairmen will submit a written re
port of the rehearsal to their County
Co-ord nator who will make a
county report to this cffice.
Observers from the Regional
Office, First Civilian Defense Area,
will be present.
F. H. Farnum, Director.

At Lincoln Academy
Graduation Exercises Will
Be Held There Thurs
day Night
The graduation at Lincoln Acad
emy will be held Thursday in Lin
coln Hall. The program follows:
Processional, school; invocation, the
Rev. Cecil L. Witham; salutatory.
Parker Gray; history, Ralph Grif
fin; gifts to girls, Waldo Waltz;
gifts to boys, Georgianna Stetson;
prophecies fcr girls, Philip Parker;
prophecies for boys, Ann Page; class
gift to school, Dorothy Haggett
awarding cf achievement cup and
other honors, Robert Clunie. Jr.,
principal; class will, Ellen Steven<;
valedictory, Cleveland Page; pres
entation of diplomas, Her.ry H.
Chamberlain; recessional.
The gift to the school is a piano
given by Mrs. Susie Haggett cf Bal
timore. herself a graduate of the
class of 1889. Her late husband was
otf the same class.
Mrs. Haggett attended the gradu
ation cf her granddaughter. Mary
Allen* Haggett Horn the Tr ends’
Scrool in Baltimore last Tuesday
and will be present when another
granddaughter, Dorothy Haggett.
presents the pi; m given by her

Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

ROCKPORT
Farm Bureau will meet at Penob
scot Grange hall. Gien Cove Thurs'ay at all day session. The last
lessen of the nutrition class will be
held. Members will take dishes, sil
ver and sugar.
Bertram Gardner, president of
the High School Alumni Association
will also serve as its toastmaster at
ihe annual banquet and business
meeting Wednesday at Masonic ha.l,
with Frank A. Winslow, editor of The
Courier-Gazette, as guest speaker,
and the members of the 1942 gradu
ating class as henor guests. It is
hoped that the five-year classes
beginning with 1887 will have a
100% representation. A turkey sup
per will be served at 6.30 under the
auspices cf Harbor Light Chapter
O.EJS. with Mrs. Ora Burns as
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Cora
Merrill. Mrs. Mildred Colby. Miss
Helena Upham and Mrs. Ella Over
lock.
Flag Day will be observed by
Fred A. Norwood Womans Re
lief Corps at its meeting Friday,
and the following Friday which
will be the last meeting before
the Summer recess, a baked bean
supper will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson,
West street, announce the engage
ment of their oldest daughter,
Leclme A. Wilson to John W.
Hyssong, Jr., son of Rev. and Mrs.
John W. Hyssong of Brunswick.
Miss Wilson is a graduate of
Rockport High School, class of
1941, a member of the Rockport
Baptist Church and Young Peo
ple's Society Christian Endeavor.
Mr. Hyssong is a member of this
year’s graduating class of Bruns
wick High School and is now em
ployed at Bowdoin College. No date
has been set for the wedding. Rev.
Mr. Hyssong is a former pastor of
the Rcckport Baptist Church.
Miss Wilma Spence of Berkeley,
Calif., and New York City is at
the Heistad home for the season
while continuing her studies with
Madame Elisabeth Schumann.
Miss Althea Joyce entertained
Friday at her home in honor of
Miss Helen Lowell who is at home
from Washington. D. C. for a
week’s vacation. Guests were Miss
Mary Daucett, Miss Norma Hoyle,
Miss Josephine Pitts and Miss
Lowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Cole and
young son arrived Saturday from
Philadelphia and will occupy the
residence at the Cap'n. Eells’ Boat
Barn for the Summer. Mr. Cole
is the first member of the famous
Curtis String Quartet to arrive
for the season. The other members
are expected to arrive within a
few days.
Wesley Ryder returned to his
home at Calais Sunday after
spending a few days at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Veazie.
Mrs. Ryder, who accompanied him
will remain for a longer visit.
Miss Roberta Holbrook has em
ployment at the F. W. Woolworth
Co. store in Rockand.
Dr. James F. Herlihy of the
Canterbury Boys’ School of New
Groton, Conn, has arrived at
"Grinan,” Beauchamp road for the
Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Wood
ward have rented the Hall apart
ment on Warrentcn St. Glencove
and will soon occupy it for a home.
Madame

'Elisabeth

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent DA
|ol Trinity street announce
{•nga&emcnt- of their dat;
Frances Antoinette, to Thij
goblnson cf Thomastcn. Tht
I ding is expected to be an evei

I the

Patriotic Bodies
Result of Elections At the
State Conventions Held
In Bangor
Officers elected by the patriotic
organizations at the Bangor con
vention last w’eek include the fol
lowing:
National .Woman's Relief Corps

—Mrs. Margaret Annis of Bangor
president.
Sons of Union Veterans—Mau
rice P. Warner of Bath depart
ment commander; Frank A. Downs
of Belfast, member of Department
Council. Charles C. Schaller of
Union, chaplain and organist.
Auxiliary to Sons of Union Vet-

awarded the loyalty pin for having
rendered the greatest assistance
in procuring these members. A
gift was also presented to Mrs.
Madolin Hopkins for her co-op
eration in procuring these mem
bers.
The silk flag, which is given each
year to some organization in the
State was this year presented to
the Masonic Temple in Rockland
through the efforts of Dept. Coun
cillor Emma Torrey. Dr. J. A.
Richan of Rockland was present
to receive this gift in behalf of
the Masonic bodies, and at the
presentation was escorted by Mrs.
Torrey and accompanied by the
Rockport Corps.

It

I

erans.

Some people's theology is of a
very anaemic type—tiiey want to
go to heaven for the same reason
that they want to go to California
or Florida. They have friend:
there.
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MATCHED GLASS

PICNIC BASKET

WATER SET

TODAY
ELEANOR POWEI I ill

“SHIP AHOY”
WAR STAMPS AN II
AT THESE THEAI

80 oz. blown water pitcher
and 6 strong table tumblers,
9 oz. Complete set—

Roomy,

convenient

and

dur

able. Size 7”xl0”xI7". Com
plete with 4 forks and 1 spoons

$1.39

79c

Progressive Corp*

FORD

FOLDING

CHARCOAL CRILLS

PORCH CHAIR

Especially designed for saD*»

CENUIN
-K.-1OO
For the brideto-be
For silver an
niversaries
As a gift fer
mother
To pass on to
those you
cherish

May be used anywhere, on
lawn or in the woods, w" "
danger of spreading fire.

Hardwood

var
Folds compact

throughout,

nished finish.

ly. Handy for outdoor or in
door use.

$1.50

No.

10— Broiling

Space 7"*

$1.40

No. 20—Broiling Space 9"x

$2.50

CHARCOAL BRIQUETTE
5 Lb. BAG 25c

FLOOR SANDER TO LET

Mrs. Herbert Poland accompanied

the party for a day’s visit in the
city. The trip was made in Nash’s
bus. Mrs. Emma Torrey and Mrs.
Cacilda Cain were in attendance
during the entire three-day ses
sion.
The lccal Corps held the record
of having added the most mem
bers of any Corps in the State
during the past year and Depart
Subscribe to The Ccurier-Gazette. grandmother to Lino:In Academy. ment Aide Alice BimciiSun was

Rob:,

erans- -Katherine Haswell of Saco
department president; Stella Mc-|
I College. Tiiey hope after
Rae of Rockland, patriotic instru ment to make Rcckland
tor. Mrs. Esther Simmons of Cam-|
Winter headquarters and <
den reported earning $100 tor the
their Summers at the bt
Victory Fund.
island home. They held tl
Ladies of the G.A R.—Mrs Flor that better boat ,f t d n
ence Staples of Bella.4, depart-l again be put into ruiin i.
ment president; Mrs. Martha)
This family i re close and
Gower of Belfast, senior vie
interested reader of Tlie (
president; Miss Hazel Parker oil Gazette and have been 1
Camden, junior vice president. |
with many < oinpliment Mrs. Mona Nicker on of Belfa t. | high stand.ng in journalism
secretary^ Mrs. Florence Staple
they see in tliis new pajx r
was elected a delegates to the n,i-|
tional convention.
Complete line of Ges;ard'
State Woman's Relief Corp..
Simplicity Foundation gar:
Miss Mona Wver of Westbrookl front lacing corsets, combin
president; Mrs Millie Thomas <<t| etc. Expert, tilting and al<
Rockland,
treasurer.
Report
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 M ,
showed that there are 19 corp m|
IPhone 1100. Rockland.
Maine with a membership of more
than 1,000. The group voted tol
Visit Lucien K. Green Apurchase a War Bond. At thi I second floor, 16 School stria
session an impressive memoriall | Fellows Block, City, for Fur
service was conducted by Mi I Coats and Cloth Coats, at mi
Maude Cables of Rockland.
i prices.
Col. I. Leslie Cross of Rocklan
was elected president of the pa ti
Department Commanders’ A
rro^0''
eiation cf the Sons cf Union Vet

examine

Among those from the Fred A.
Norwood Women’s Relief Corps
who attended the GAR Conven
tion in Bangor Wednesday were,
Mrs. Ellen Bohndell, Mrs. Effie
Salisbury. Mrs Alice Simonton.
Mrs. 'Barbara Wentworth, Mrs.
Margaret Wood, Mrs. Dorothy Up
ham, Mrs. Hattie Kenney, Mrs.
Dorothy Lai e. Mrs. Thelma Hain
ing, Mrs. T'~atrice Rider, Mrs.
Elizabeth
Yattaw, Mrs.
Vina
Leighton, Mrs. Nellie Alexander,
Mrs.
Hazel
McFarland.
Mrs.
Gladys Payson, Mrs. Davis, Mrs.
Augusta Korpinen, Mrs. Marion
Harris and Mrs. Marion Grey.

Mr.

Miss Virginia Ka
of 11
tut g. Penn, and Swan ) Islai
been at the Copper Kettl
the week-end, where her
MI'S Bessie E. Kast. will im
today Soon they will go t<
gwanis Island home which
have been enjoy ing .since
their mother coming with
all those year Mi
Ka •
in 1941' and the . :-t'T
the lovely heme for their f-’i
vacations. The Misse Ka
teachers in Harrisburg
They are graduates ol \\,

Co-starred again are Barbara, pears with them in their new li
Stanwyck and Joel McCrea in Para "Tiie Great Man's Lady" rank will
mount’s stirring love drama behind the great pictures in movie historvl
"Tlie Great Man’s Lady.” Tlie two It has all the sweep and scope < ]
stars were last seen in Cecil B. De- "Cimarron" plus the romantic d
Mille's "Union Pacific” together namite of Miss Stanwycks re••rnfl
with Brian Donlevy who also ap "Ball of Fire."

arrived Saturday from Philadel
phia and will occupy the "Bird
Cage," Russell avenue for the

ing service at the Baptist Church
next Sunday in observance of St.
John’s Sunday.

future.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W
ton, now residing in Por
wfre visitors in the city a
»eck-cnd.

Schumann

Mr. and Mrs. George Oliver of
Newton, Mass, have arrived at
"The Birches" for the Summer.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday at the ve9try for
sewing in preparation for a fair
July 22.
Miss Lcoline Wilson is spending
two weeks at the home of Rev.
and Mrs. J. F. Hyssong in Bruns
wick.
Memtoers of St. (Paul’s Lodge
FAM. and Harbor Light Chap
ter O.E.S will attend the morn

near

| attended Thomaston High
land Miss DAgostino is a
late of Rockland High Scho :
■ the class of 1942 where .-In
[prominent in student an
land a member of the girl
laity basketball tram.
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Lieut. Irving To Wed

OCIETY

Mt and Mrs. Vincent D’Agostino j

Trinity street announce the
r^.igemcnt of their daughter.
I frances Antoinette, to Thomas
[q-ainson cf Thomaston. The wed-iiic is expected to be an event of
ie near future. Mr. Robinson
Ltrndod Thomaston High School
;nd Miss D Agostino is a gracfue of Rockland High School in
ie class of 1942 where she was
prominent in student activities
;nd a member of the girls' var•v basketball team.
and Mrs. Charles W. Mornow residing in Portland
visitors in the city at the
reek-end.
a

_______
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elected president of the past
bartment Commanders* Assoiion cf the Sens cf Union VetIns.

Mi .s Virginia Kast of Harrish i; Penn, and Swans Island has
j mi at the Copper Kettle over
I:!ie week-end, where her sister,
\Ii Bessie E. Kast, will meet- her
today Soon they will go to their
i fw.iiis Island home which they
! have been enjoying since 1915,
,a>ir mother coming with them
|,;i those years. Mrs. Kast died
Lr, 1941 and the sisters cling to
p lovely heme for their Summer
sn.it ions. The Misises Kast are
,i liers in Harrisburg schools.
i They are graduates of Wellesley
College. They hope after retiref ment to make Rcckland their
| Winter headquarters and continue
j lair Summers at the beautiful
/and home. They held tl.c hope
r hit better boat .facilities in?y
f . iu be put into running order.
jTI’.i family arc close and deeply
;ui ted readers of The CourierjCr.izctte and have been fcr years,
vith many compliments fcr the
i.idi standing in journalism which
Lacy see in this newspaper.
I Complete line of Gossard's Miss
Isiinpii'ity Foundation garments,
frcnt lacing corsets, combinations,
pti Expert fitting and alterations.
M I K. Mansfield, 232 Main St.,
Phone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf
Visit I.uoien K. Green & Son's
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

'

Col. Harry F. Ross and family
of Bangor are again enjoying the
pleasures of their Summer home,
“Holman's Oaks” at Ingraham
Hin.

Arthur Schofield. Bradford Ames.
Daniel
Munro.
Betty
Munro
an<3 Leona FlaneJers were in Porti laud Saturday to hear Glen Miller's orchestra at Portland City
hall in the evening.

Mrs. Willard Dart of Summerville
S. C., and Mrs. Anna Dart Lincoln
and children of Charleston, S. C
have arrived for the season to be
later at their cottage in Owl's Head
They are now at the home of Mrs
Dart's sister, Mrs. E. D. Spear,
Maiple street.

anaemic type -they want to
m for the same reason
It th t> '.\ant t > go to California.
F orida
They have friends
rc.
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Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. ob
served Flag Day Monday at the
heme of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett. Four
teen members were served luncheon
and a social afternoon followed.
Mrs. Howard Proctor, chairman of
the picnic committee, arranged for
transportation.
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Relax and enjoy this swell Two
Feature Program
HUGH HERBERT
GUY KIBBEE
EDGAR KENNEDY
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Calif., is visiting his mother. Mrs.
Sadie Brewer. Ocean street for a
week and calling on other rela
tives.

Virginia Shepardson

Miss Virginia Elizabeth Shepard-J in receiving and serving were Barson cf Rcckland and Laroy Maker bara Allen, Ruth Fcgleman and
Brown of South Thcmaston werej Elizabeth Rackley.
married at 4 o’clock Sunday after-1 Tire hcuse was decorated with
noon at the Congregational Church,' Spring flowers.
Out cf tewn guests were, Mr. and
the pastor, Rev. Roy A. Welker, who
performed the double ling cere Mrs. D. M. Blaisdell cf Stetson; Mr.
mony.
and Mrs. Clyde Robinson, FarmingTlie church was decorated with ton; Miss Pearl Shepardson, Cari
fir trees, forming a background for bou; Mrs. Eda Smith, Stetsen, Mr.
white candles anti baskets of I and Mrs. Bernard Shepardson,
gladioli.
, Sc'.on; Blaine Rcbinson, FarmingThe coup e were attended by j ten and Arno Shepardson. Solon.
Richard A. Brown a.s best man and I The b ide is the daughter cf Mrs.
Miss Martha Kyllonen cf Portland Calla Shepardson and the late Erias maid of honor.
| win 3. Shepardson, Rcckland. and is
The bride wore a princess gown a graduate of the Heme Economics
cf ivory satin with long sleeves and Department cf Farmington Normal
train and a fingertip veil with heart School and is a member of the facshaped coronet of pearls, a gift of' ulty cf Rockland High School in
the bridegroom. She carried a i the Home Economics Department,
shower bouquet cf white gladioli, j The groom is the son cf Mr. and
Bridesmaids were Miss Joyce Mrs. Alfred Brown cf South ThomJohnson cf Brownville Junction and I aston and is a graduate cf Gorham
Miss Phyllis Allvn cf Caribou. They Normal Schoci where lie majored in
wore rose taffeta gewns with long Industrial Aits. He is a member of
sleeves and /sweetheart necks and the teaching staff of Rockland High
gathered skirt with matching rose School in the Industrial Arts De
tiara and shoulder veil
partment.
Tire maid of honor wore an aqua
Following the reception, the
taffeta princess style gown with couple left on wedding trip of un
aqua tiara and shoulder veil and known destination. The bride wore
carried a bouquet cf carnations.
a traveling costume of a blue and
Following the ceremony, a recep red print dress with red jacket, red
tion was held at the heme cf the shoes and white accessories.
bride’s mother, Summer street, from
Upon their return they will make
4 30 to 5.30 o’clock. Those assisting their hcmc at 12 Summer street.

The W.C.T.U. will hold the an
nual meeting Friday at 4 o’clock
in the Methodist parlor, followed
with picnic supper at C. Mrs. Effie
Lawrence cf Rcckport. Mrs. Jen
nie Price White of Machias and
Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller will be
special speakers. Members’ fam
ilies and friends are invited. These
not otherwise solicited bring sand
wiches or money. The public sup
per as previously announced has
been cancelled owing to prevail
ing conditions.

i

/MIDDLE-AGE
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MADE TO
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First time at this Price!

LATEST NEWS EVENTS
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$1.40

Space 9”xl8

$2.50
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6 dinner knives, 6 dinner forks,
6 cream soup spoons, 6 teaspoons,
1 butter knife, 1 sugar shell.
Now you can start a heritage col
lection of genuine solid Sterling
Silver at LESS than the price of

I nronditionally
We Believe This to be

THE GREATEST
VALUE IN
STERLING
EVER OFFERED IN
THE UNITED STATES

Chest
$339
Extra

3 BeaMtiful Patterns
A—Orleans
B—Royal Rose
C—Star Dust
OPEN STOCK

Postpaid
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If you’re cross, restless, suffer hot
flashes, nervous feelings, dizziness—
caused by this period ln a woman's
life—try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound. Made especially
for women. Thousands upon thou
sands helped. Follow label direc
tions. WORTH TRYING!

CENTURY
STERLINC

To pass on to
those you
cherish

SEARS,

nationally advertised plated silver!

42-PIECE

Century Sterility
SERVICE

FOR

EICHT

plus tax

Made by the World's
Largest Silver Company
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■

y CATALOG ORDER
433 MAIN ST..
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Rare Music Treat

A delightful afternoon's program
was given at the Universalist vestry
Friday by the members of Mrs.
Ruth Sanborn’s large and seriousminded young scholars in the great
art of music. That they had werked
with intelligent teaching was quick
ly sensed by the large number as
sembled to enjoy the musical treat
this body of youngsters gave.
Each one deserves mention, with
praise, and everyone did exceeding
credit to the brilliant teacher.
Tire orchestra was especially
creditable In the excellent ensemble
work. The starred names in the
p egram were members from Na
tional Federation Classifications In
State Junior Competitive work. The
treat in the song numbers by th?
little Macfarland brothers of Thom
aston went stra'ght to the heart
cf the audience, their sweet voices
and harmonizing was being some
thing to remember with delight.
Those taking part; Geraldine
Billings, JRhea Gardner, Dorothy
Cuitis, Priscilla Starr. Signe Swanholme. Verna Waldren, ‘Ua Gas
per. Jacqueline Snow. Jean Spear,
Billy Pease. Theodore Strong. Rich
ard Harper, ‘Clifford Harper. Paul
Halligan, John Dana. George Ber
liawsky, Albert Havener. Loraine
Ictt, Barbara Rich, Charlotte
Cowan, Phyllis Gasper. Avis Wili liamson, Theresa King. Ela ne
Poust, Gloria Witham. Helen
Lynch, ‘Mary Richards. ‘Virginia
Pinkham. ‘Dorethy Havener.
Members of TH S. orchestra;
Sally Gray. Beverly Kirkpatrick,
Jean Gilchrist, Mary Richards,
Mary Luce, Jean Crie, Phyll s Gas
per, Betty Fales, Buddy Fales, Leona
Frisbie, Eleanor Gregory, Virgin.a
Roes, Ray Suanholme. James Gil
christ, Joseph Richards, John Dana.
We need have no»fear for music
of the future when we have teach
ers so worthy a.s Rockland's excel
lent group of instructors in this our
greatest art, never more needed than
today. It speaks well for the in
terest that is deep in the hearts of
this locality that so many wete
present.
K. S. F.

Annual Inspection
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.,
Has Visit From Worthy
Grand Matron
Mrs. Lula W. Morse of Bangor,
Worthy Grand Matron of the East
ern Star conducted the annual in
spection cf Golden Rod Chapter
O.E.S. Friday night.
In the inspecting officer’s party
were other State department offi
cials and visiting officers from other
Chapters, including, Mrs. Gladys
Cramer, Union, Grand Adah; dis
trict deputy grand matrons. Mrs.
Geraldine Jenness. Orono and Mrs.
Nellie Staples of Rockport; past
grand matron. Mrs. Louella Pendle
ton, Islesboro; Charles Lord. Cam
den, past grand patren
Worthy Matron Leona Whitehill
ef Golden Rod Chapter pre:ented
Mrs. Morse with a gift cn behalf of
the chapter members.
Guest candidates for the ritual
istic work which followed the supper
and business meeting, were Mrs.
Maitie Little of Golden Rod Chap
ter and Mrs. Martha Wilson of
Grace Chapter.
Guests attended from many other
chapters in this section, including
O ient Chapter cf Union; Quoddy
Light of Lubec; Marguerite, Vinal
haven; Grace Chapter, Thomaston;
Lake View. Jefferson; Seaside. Cam
den; Pliades. Patten; Harbor Light.
Rockport; Ivy. Warren; Good Cheer.
Orono; Lone Star, Iselesboro; Tus
can, Bangor.
Mrs. Maitie Spaulding headed the
committee on the supper and thc
dining Toom was in charge of Mrs.
Muriel Drinkwater. Mrs. Elizabeth
Seavey did the decorating.

HEED THIS ADVICE!!

Sterling Silver

mother

180—Brciling

Donald Gatti of Auburn is visiting
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Lovejoy while his mother,
Mrs. John Gatti is a patient at
Kncx Hospital.
i

Kool-Aid

REMEMBER JUNE 26TH

ler of spreading lire,
la—Broiling; Space 7”xH"

Mrs. Chcris Jenkins will enter
tain tlie E.F.A. Club tomorrow aft
ernoon at her heme cn Pleasant
street.

Spencer Foundation Garments Buy War Savings Bonds anc Stamps
individually designed;
supports
Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
for all needs. Mrs. Mona McIn
meet
Wednesday at 7 p. m. by re
tosh. 235 Broadway, Tel. 296-W.—
quest
of Mrs. Mae Cross, president
adv.
61‘64
CAMDEN . . . PHONE 2SIS
for the transaction cf very impor
tant business. A report of the
TODAY—BARGAIN DAY 25c
convention
will be given. Members
Ken Murray, Harriet H’lllard
please
be
prompt
as the meeting
“JUKE BOX JENNY’’
will close before ihe blackout takes
Plus
WALTER PIDGEON
and
place.
JOAN BENNETT in
“MANHUNT’’
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

For the bride*
to-be
For silver an
niversaries
As a gift for

,'"iti\ designed for safely,
be used anywhere, on the
•»r in (he woods, without

Mrs. James Roach and Mrs. Don
ald Huntley returned Sunday after
enjeying a week's vacation in Bos
ton Rind Cape Cod.

38-52
2m)

genuine

Pa^e Seven
Was Last Friday’s Recital
By Mrs. Ruth San
born’s Pupils

‘•The engagement of Miss Mary C.1
Calderwood, daughter of County'
Judge and Mrs. T. Cuthell Calder-'
wood, 111 Scuth Market street, to
Lieut. Richard R. Irving, was an
nounced at a luncheon held Satur
day noon at Union Hall.
“Contract bridge was played, prizes
being awarded to Mrs. Walter E.
Short. Miss Flora C. Keck and Mrs.
Edward Prussien, the latter of
Broadalbin.
“Lieut. Irving, son of Harry G.
and the late Ida M. Irving of
Methuen. Mass., is stationed at Pine
! Point. The wedding will take place
■ in July.”
»
I The above clipping from a Massachusetts newspaper will interest
i the many friends made 'by the prospective bride-groom when he was
located in this city cn the staff bf
Silsby’s Flower Shop.

MOVIE
CUIDE

I

’A

BROWN SHEPARDSON WEDDING

Former Rockland Man’s En
gagement To Bay State
Girl Announced

A birthday party at Frank A.
Tirrefll’s
cottage,
Megunticook
Lake, was given by Jeanne Bailey,
recently arrived from Pearl Harbor. The color scheme was red.
white and blue. Hawaiian leis, were
made by Mrs. Katherine Akers and
Mrs. Helen French. A.s Jeanne
hung a lei around the neck of
the guests she kissed them in
true Hawaiian style. Guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Brown of
Diane Cameron, Peggy Packard.
' Gloria Studley. Jean Young. Bar- Summer street are in Boston for a
i bara Fuller, Carol Ann Wolcott. | short period.
; and Anna Bullard. The girls spent
the afternoon swimming, followed
Charles Hamlin of Portland is
by a picnic supper.
visiting his father Patrolman Oliver
R. Hamlin.
Mrs. P. P. Bicknell entertained
the Thursday Rug Club in honor
Mrs. Richard Porter (Gwen Macoi Mis. Florence Hodigson of St. ' Donald) who has finished her
Petersburg, who is visiting her .school year of teaching at Bridgtcn
daughter Mrs. G. C. Hopkins Jor is home for the Summer months.
the Summer.
Her husband is in service and is new
in Tennessee.
Mrs. Theodore Caddy of -Hart
ford, Conn., ks Visiting her mother.
Mrs. Florence Ericksen of Vinal
Mrs. Marion Lindsey, Laurel street. haven and son Bernard of Hartford
Conn., were the week-end guests of
Albert Levensa'lcr has returned Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Andersen
to his Army post after a short Talbot avenue.
furlough spent in the city with
his family.
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost is in Bos
ton, vksiting her mother, Mrs. A. J
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Ycung, and Bird and her daughter, Mrs. August
son Earl, Jr., of Haddonfield, N. Anderson.
J. arrived Sunday at their cot
tage at Owls Head.
Mrs. Hervey C. Allen entertained
the Rug Club in an all day session
Miss Madeline Phiibrick left Friday.
Sunday for Woods |Hole. Maas,
where she will Study this Summer
Christian Endeavor Society of the
at the Marine Biological Labora First Baptist Church will held a
tory.
treasure hunt Wednesday. All En
deavorers to be at the church at 4.45
Miss Edith Erickson cf Vinal- with their own lunch. If stormy,
haven, a teacher in the Camden the outing will be held Friday at the
street school, is confined to her same time.
>
rooms here due to illness.
Mrs. Lillian Vannah of Waldo
boro was a w'cek-end guest of her
daughter Mrs. Claude Athearn.

jmc people's theology is of a
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HATS OFF—
TO TIIE NEW
FEATHER EDGE

PERMANENT

The A. H. Newbert Association
will meet Friday night at the home
cf Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wisner.

For hatless Sum
mer days, get a
brief and breezy
permanent that's
flattering and easy
to flip into place
Get a featheredge!

OTHER PEFMANENTS
S2.50-$4-S5

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIlil ST.,

The hostess committee of the
Women of Rockland who are
sponsoring the social order of
neighborliness to the soldiers and
sailors within our waters and city
met for organizaticn work Monday
at the Community Building. Much
was accomplished in detail plan
ning.
The Yacht Club rooms
have been generously given fcr
this fine undertaking. Friday of
this week at 7 p. m. a report of
further developments will be heard
at the meeting called for the
same group.

ROCKLAND. ME.,

TEL. 142
55-T-tf

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
sponsor a beano Thursday at 2.15
at Grand Army hall. The business
session will follow at 7 so that
members may attend the Chinese
Relief pictufe. The convention
reports will be given at this meet
ing. Following the meeting re
freshments wJLI be served in the
dining room. All the members
promising toward the refreshments
den t forget.

i

This And That

By K. S. F.
There never was anv question
about the courage cf the New Eng
land fishe man. The paces cf the
log written through the decades—of
gales and stormy seas he chal’enged
in the Grand Banks; of vessels mer
cilessly battered to bits on treach
erous rocks from Maine to Provincetown on Cape Cod’s t!p; of ships
that never came back to port—all
tell of his hard contempt for danger.
We of New England know cu
fishermen. That's why we will not
be surprised by the announcement
that not a single doughty captain
nor a single crew mpmber has left
a fishing trawler sailing out of port
because somewhere cut there a mur
derous underwater boat with deathdealing torpedoes may be lu king.—
Exchange.
• • • •
“You mean thing! You promised
me faithfully that you wouldn't
give away that secret I told you
But now it’s all around town.”
"I didn't give it away. I exchanged
it for others.”
• • • •
Yes, this is true; “The strawberry
can stand cn its goodness. But if
you want its nutritional pedigree
that’s laudable, too. It is an excel
lent source of vitamin C. which is
needed in the diet every day, as the
body has no way of storing this vita
min. A medium dish of raw straw
berries furnishes more than half a
day’s vitamin iC requirement."
• • • •
Laughing Eves, Creek Indian
were full tribal regalia as she ap
plied in New York recently for en
listment in the Women’s Army Aux
iliary Corps. She said she was a
graduate of Haskel! Institute. Law
rence. Kan.
ty • • •
What ar musical name is that of
Shangr I a. It is said the Japs feci
it’s written in seven sharps.
* • • •
And this comes from a London
note: “Approximately 112,090 um
brellas are turned in at the lost
property office in London annuallv
during normal times, so dcn’t send
any umbrellas to England in your
Bundles fcr Brita n.”
ty ty ty •

CONWAY-CROCKETT
Miss Jean Mills Crockett, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold M.
Crockett of Wollaston, was married
at 4 c'rtock June 6 at the Union
Congregational Church, to Charles
E. Conway, son of Mrs. Anna M
Conway of Newton. Rev. William
B. Ayers, pastor, officiated.
Mr. Crcckett gave his daughter in
marriage. The bride wore a white
dress with white accessories and it
corsage of roses and white flowers.
MUs Lillian H. Damrell. the maid,
of henor wore a pink gown with a
corsage of roses.
William J. Conway of Waban was;
best man for Mr. Conway. The
ushers were: Reid and Richard:
Crockett, Norman Goodwin and
Harry Paige, all cf Wollaston
The wedding music was by Mrs.
Clarence Cruikshank and there were
solos by Isabelle Conway. A recep
tion followed the ceremony in the
church parlors. The bridal party
was assisted in receiving by the par
ents of the bride.
After a wedding trip to New York
Mr. and Mrs. Conway are residing
in Peabody. The bride is a gradu
ate of North Quincy High School
and Bryant and Stratton. She Is
employed by the Blue Cross in Bos
ton. Mr. Conway attended Newton
High school and is employed by the
Richard Young Leather Company in
Peabody. He has been chairman
for the past year of the Newton
Methodist Fellowship League bas
ketball team.—From Quincy Ledger.
BEVERAGE-JOY
At high noon Saturday. Miss Viola
Florence Joy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence F. Joy. became the
bride of Gerald Gibson Beverage,
son cf Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bever
age cf North Haven. The ceremony
was solemnized at the Congrega
tional Church, Rev. Roy A Welker
reading the double ring service.
The bride, who was given in mar
riage by her father, wore an attrac
tive suit of blue wocl crepe with
matching accessories, and her cor
sage was gardenias and white sweet
peas. Miss Maizie P. Joy, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor. Her
ensemble was a print dress and blue
jacket, with which she wore mrtcit
ing accessories and a corsage of red
roses and blue forget-me-nots.
Elston Beverage, brother of Ihe
groom, was best man, and Howard
P. Crcckett was usher. Mrs. How
ard P. Crockett played for the pro
cessional, iLohengrin’s Wedding
March, and for the recessional,
Mendelssohn’s Bridal Chorus. The
church was prettl’y decorated with
bridal wreath and gladioli by the
MLsses Barbara Blaisdell and Lu
cinda Rich.
A reception followed at Hotel
Rockland, where the bridal party re
ceived 28 guests. Miss Ruth Cluff of
Bangor decorated the room with
white double lilacs, which were also
used as table centerpieces. Appro
priate place cards and tiny white
boxes, containing wedding cake were
at each setting. The guest book
was in charge of Miss Blaisdell.
At the close of the reception, Mr.
and Mrs. Beverage departed on a
brief wedding trip.
Mrs. Beverage is a graduate of
Rockland High School and Nasson
Junior College, and Ls employed in
the local business office cf New
England Telephone and Telegraph
Company. Mr. Beverage, who grad
uated from the University of Yale
Law School in the class of 1942, is
also a graduate cf the University of
Maine. He Ls new serving as chem
ist at the Monsanto Chemical Com
pany in Everett, Mass.

Junior: “Hurrah, the p'rade
most here. Where is Sister. Mom?"
Mom: "She's upstairs, waving her
hair.”
Junior: “Gosh sakes! Can’t we
afford a flag for her?”
ty ty ty ty
President James B. Conant of
Harvard calls this a physicist’s
war. It is most certainly an elec
tric equ pment campaign with every
line of electronics in breath taking
devices dring unheard of feats that
has revolutionized warfare today.
This certainly is an era of dis
covery as well a.s an era of explor
ation. Let it be heped that peace
may come before all beauty ls
crushed out cf the world by the dev ces that are made to master all
in its way.
ty ty ty ty
This writer has much to learn
about beetles and wonders just
what they accomplish in life any
way!
That more than 100,000
species of this variety of bug has
been found is quite discouraging.
Almost as many as extra agents
sent out from Washington.
* ty • ty
Out in Ch cago the scalp rpecialists have taken to deep st.udv of the
scalp and hair on human heads.
They have found that the average
person who reaches the age of 60
years without being bald has grown
what might be termed 15 crops of
hair or an average of a new one Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
every four years. Of recent times
there are more bald heads at early
age.
x • ty ty ty
It was in 1838 that the distin
guished wife rf ex-President Hoover
graduated as the first woman in her
I ne of werk namely geology. Mrs
We have some elegant
Hoovct is far above most women of
her time in cultural knowledge.
Seedlings, but Uncle Sam
ty ty ty *
Hint—Here you have the cut
says “no special deliver
worm foiled when ycu plant your
ies.” If you can co-oper
garden, says an expert. Right
against the plant that the cut
ate by ordering one day
worm is fond of, push a small
stick down clcse beside each plant,
what you want tho next
about five inches in the soil. This
wo can bring your plants
fact gets the cutworm’s goat, and
he just keeps on keep ng on doing
and seedlings to the shop,
no harm, and your garden ls thus
protected.
and, if very necessary,
ty ty « ty

SEEDLINGS

Here is a thing to remember, pro
vided one can get the dates and is
short cn ccffee. Out in Africa the
date seeds, cr stones, are roasted
and used as a substitute for coffee.
In the days of the Civil War chic
ory was used in this country as a
help out and in some cheap brands
like Arbunkles it was continued in
use for year^F added to the coffee
content.
ty • ty ty
Did ycu know that high octane
gasoline cannot be piped but must
ccme from refineries by tanker,
tank car or truck or tank barge. So
that is that.
ty ty • ty
It was in the 13th Century’ that
Philip the Fair of France ordered
the wives of c tizens of Paris not
to ride in carriages in order to pre
serve the prerogatives of the ladles
cf the Court. Wonder if Hitler has
read his history?
* ty « ty
Walter D. Fuller says that
America will never go back to what
was called “the good old days.”

leave them at your door
on our One Daily Allowed
Delivery.

We shall do our best to
serve you within our legal
limitations and shall ap

preciate

your

co-opera

tion.

Yours, for Victory!

SiWfL

71 MAIM ST.- DOCKLAND ME
S6tf
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New Camden Theatre, Tomorrow and Thursday

Her Girlhood Days

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

When Edna St. Vincent Millay Was a School Girl
Around Camden

—War Production Board

Never on lips of man
Never since time began,
lias gladder song been sung.
Ever since time began,
Bestowed at birth.
It is the gift cf O-od to every man
To love the lovely earth.
Randolph Scott, left, John Wayne and Marlene Dietii -h are the co-stars of "The Spoilers.’’ The Universal
picturization of the Rex Beach classic was produced by Frank Lloyd.
(Tills was from Edna St. Vincent
Millay's, graduation poem "La Joie
de Vivre.”)
and
imperturbable,
From these same Camden Hills gored skirt came to the tops ol her mercurial
buttoned
boots;
a
patent
leather
dieamy
and
realistic.
Above all she
this same girl saw "three long
had the talent of vision—her eves
belt
circumscribed
a
wide
equator
mountains and a wood," and when
not the stark tree in Windusk dimmed the bright singing of . around her tiny middle; and a big mirrored
ter but the symmetrical shadow on Miss Lane Gives An Actiie birds and Uie lights began to blue bow spread its wings behind the orchard snow; she leaned
counting Of Rural
shine in the town below, she her head where her hair was fas-,against the bracing wind and
watched for the light that might tened in a “bun.”
Education
watched the stars sweep across the
be hers to beckon her home.
Books were piled on the floor sky; she could nct be blind to the
The Knox County Association
f.’om a table Vincent had cleared loveliness of one red leaf on its
First Verse at Age of Four
for
games
and
in
the
center
was
a
■
stem,
nor
to
the
curve
cf
a
wave
For Rural Religious Education has
Edna St. Vincent Millay began
singing her songs when she was a plate of still waim fudge. The hands nearing its end against a granite completed its, work for the season
tiny girl. She composed her first of Uie clock pointed in vain aseach cliff. And she learned to net her
\erse at the age of four. When I hour passed, until at last tiie hour 1 thoughts in words, little knowing in the rural public schools of Knox
• he moved to Camden, Maine at the of 12 struck, and cne of thegirls that in years to come they would ily County where all or part of the
age of tin, Vincent had become an exclaimed, "What will Mother say! far, bright arrows tipped with boys and girls do not have the
truth.
avid reader. She had generously She said to come iiome early.’
in November, 1912, the poem opportunity to attend Sunday
.-ampled the writings oi William "But let u.s sing just one song
j “Renascence” ’appeared in the School. The director. MLss Hazel
Shakespeare and knew by heart first,” begged another.
So
tiie
gills
gathered
around
the
“Lyric Year" and the following N. 'Lane of Rockport, awarded
many of Jean Ingelow’s poems. Be
fore she cculd spell she had eagerly organ and the little room was filled February, nearly four years after achievement cards to 208 boys and
cbscrlbed "Mother Goose,” Longfel with song. They retreated with Vincent’s graduation from high girls who completed all the Bible
low’s "Hiawatha.” and “Snowbound" i "The Spanish Cavalier," they saw school she left Camden for New
by Whittier which her mother had "Nellie Home" and ended with an York to study at Barnard College, work assigned for the year.
j old favorite—
The following Autumn she entered
Special certificates of honor
lead to her.
So, early in life, Vincent became "There is a tavern in the tewn, in Vassar.
were given to 13 schools in which
the town,
“Yes, the oldest Millay girl has
familiarized with the best in litera
the work was dene by all the pu
ture and instead cf being satiated ! And there my true love sits him gone away to school, the smart one
pils
of the age to do it. These
down,
sits
him
dewn
—
’
’
!
who
writes
so
well.
”
with this heavy diet her mental
processes digested the fare and I With a lighted lamp in her hand j Words prove elusive and inade- were the Razorville and West
called fcr more. But she enjoyed Vincent went to the doer with her quate tc portray the slender, whim- Washington Schools of Washing
variety in her intellectual nourish ' guests. Going down the walk they sical, attractive Vincent Millay as ton,
North
Appleton School,
she was in her teens. But they will
ment and later read and collected sang,
the
Appleton
Intermediate
School,
i"Fare
thee
well,
for
I
must
leave
deny
the
statements
that
have
been
"The Little Colonel” series and
thee,
made
that
Edna
St.
Vincent
Millay
South
Hope
School,
the
Rock
other books.
Mrs. Millay had an cld organ and Do not let this parting grieve thee, |was a piain giri whose sole interest ville School, the Long Cove and
cn this instrument Vincent learned But remember that the best of Was in nature. It is not inaccurate Willardham Schools of St. George
friends must part, must part.” t0 say “She lived in a wcrld cf anthe scales and became acquainted
A slim figure stood in the dcor ■ chors and shells and ships, and well the Seal Harbor School of Spruce
with toe keyboard. Thus when opHead, the Bassick School of South
pertunity arrived sin was ready to way. hair shining from the light held sPe knew
answer his knock. This chance high in her hands. A dead- voice , The green piles groaning
Thomaston, the Longfellow School
Under the windy wooden piers,
came unexpectedly and Vincent’s took up the refrain which followed
of North Cushing, the Broad Cove
the bell in the fog, the reach of
instructor was an artist, the late the girls down the hill—
“
Adieu,
adieu,
adieu,
kind
friends.
J
the Winter ocean.” (Van Wyck and Pleasant Point Schools of
John W. Tults.
Adieu,
adieu,
adieu
—
”
Cushing.
Brocks).
At this time Mrs. Millay went out
So the years passed like a kalei___
But her feet were light in the
nursing and while taking care of Mr.
The Summer work of the As
Tufts through a serious illness the 'doscope, each season shewing a dance, her voice was rollicking and sociation includes the regular
Ibree Millay girls went often to the different and not less beautiful pat- gay ,When the crowd gathered for a
Tufts’ heme to see their mother. tern of colors than the one preced- “cjng,” and coquetry could fit her Sunday Schools, short term Sun
After Mr Tufts' recovery Vincent ling.: Vincent and her sisters and like an Easter bennet. — Ethel day Schoo’s, seme of these held
volunteered to play for him one of friends climbed the hills and circled Knight Fisher in Lewiston Saturday on week-days, and parish calling
her own compositions. Commenting ! the shores from the time the grasses Journal.
a.s far as possible in 30 unchurched
afterwards to his wife, Mr. Tufts with uplifted blades guarded the
hamlets of Knox County. At this
first
violets
until
the
grasses
were
exclaimed, “She is a wonder, a wonTIRE CERTIFICATES
laid low by Autumn’s scythe, and
season "Rebekah." the Association
tie •! ”
Tiie War Price and Rationing car, takes the director to sections
So under Mr. Tuft’s expert in the frosted earth retorted sharply
[to
their
footsteps.
Even
then
there
Board 7-1. Rockland, has issued the otherwise inaccessible, and occa
struction Vincent began the study
of the piano in earnest and at one were brisy Sunday walks, skating following certificates for the week sional services are held in chapels
time seriously considered a musical parties on the Lily pond, and snow ending June 13, 1942:
shoe tramps with hot chocolate
rarely opened.
career.
afterwards.
New Truck and Passenger Car Tires

Completed Its Work

oft Basketball Team

Vincent was on the basketball
team in high school. The suits con
sisted of long black stockings, kneelength plaited bloomers, and Peter
Pan blouses with full, elbow-length
sleeves.
The Millays lived at this time in a
tiny house in Washington street,
'lnt.e the girls would often gather
to play hearts, five hundred or fantan and sing college songs before
saying good-night. One night one
of her schoolgirl friends recalls. Vin
cent epened the front door to three
of her friends who had come to
spend the evening. She wore a
blouse of white muslin with cuffs
and boned collar made of rows of
insertion edged with lace. A full

ISSUED
TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY
Established Januar

rc

(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)

The world and I are young!

Won Prizes With Writing

Emblem for Merchant Seaman

Winning the War—Rubber—Price Administration

Every year Spring flies back to
Maine from the south and the
clouds are fringed with song. The
dcgwocd bushes and the wild pear
trees harg out their laces against
a background of new green and the
air is full of whispered promises.
It was at this time of the year, a
little mere than cne war ago, tliat I
a young girl stood cn Mt. Battie’s j
summit in Camden, Maine, and
Joined her seng witii all the music
of the Spring.
’Tis good to be alive a day like this!
’Tis good to be alive! I will not miss
Cne jcy from cut the living; I will
go
Through valleys low, where deepset
mountains threw
A shadow and a shelter from the
heat,
In cool retreat where shall no city
street
Intrude its noise and scare the still
ness sweet.
Deep draw I in my breath,
Deep drink of water cold;
There is no growing old,
There is no death.

Through her teens Vincent con
tinued her lessons tn music, at the
same time pursuing her excursions
into the realms of literature, both
as leader and writer. At the age of
16 she was an "honor member’’ in
the St. Nicholas league, having won
a silver badge, a gold badge and a
cash prize.
Vincent also had a sweet singing
voice and tooth she and her sisters
were talented actresses. But, though
possessed of a diversity of gifts,
fhe was not over-aware of them.
She was a normal, high-spirited
girl. Dreamy, she could yet be as
-ictive as a volcano. She loved the
out-of-doors, liked dancing and was
endowed with a merry spirit.
But the merriest spirits feel the
greatest reaction. The higher a pen
dulum swings—the lower its de
scending arc. At this time in Vin
cent's life, when her motiier was
obliged to be away from home a
gcod deal, there were probably many
times when she knew the pressing
need cf a mother’s advice and enecuragement. With her capacity for
feei ng the slightest change in the
scale of emotional graduation. Vin
cent knew at an early age moments
cf bewilderment and frustration.
She must have suffered that vague
unrest caused by the stirring of
potential genius reaching out tenu
ous fingers.
But no tree can come to flower
unless its roots are nourished and
Vincent Millay’s home environment
was rich in mental inspiration and
stimulation. Between "cases,” when
Mrs. Millay was at home for a few
day® or weeks at a time, she would
read aloud to the girls from Shakeeoeare’s plays. Tennyson’s "Idylls of
the King" and other literary mas
terpieces.

Tuesday-FridaV
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When Vincent was Sixteen

Lloyd Richardson, Camden.
Rcbert A. Webster, Rockland.
Chester C. Gray, Glen Cove.
Frank I. Scott, Rcckland.
Chester R. Wallace, Warren.
Myron F. Robarts, Camden.
Ivan E. Dickey, Salisbury Cove
Miles F. Jones, Union.
City of Rockland, Rockland.
Camden & Thomaston Bus Line
Rockland.
House-Sherman, Inc., Rockland.
Frederick C. Batty, Jr., South
Thomaston.
Peary L. Merrifield, South Hope.

Save Scrap Rubber

At 16 Vincent was quite adult in
her mind. In many ways she must
have grown up with bewildering
Uncle Sam Has Use For It
rapidity, urged on by the strong
voice of her genius. Not compre
—The Campaign Is
hending this, she was often weight
Now On
ed down with a feeling of dissatis
faction. or let us say unsatisfaction.
The nationwide scrap rubber
She hungered and was not aware,
salvage campaign, which began
and had she been would have known
no way to achievement.
yesterday will close at midnight
In the little brown house it often
June 30.
must have been difficult to achieve
All kinds of rubber are accepeven comfort, especially in Winter.
able
except battery boxes and
When Mrs. Millay was away the
girls had no lights unless they
parts thereof, and tire beads, tout
trimmed and filled the lamps; they
all metal, wood and leather should
had no warmth unless they built
be removed from any rubber ar
and tended fires, nor could they eat
Retreads—
ticle such as leather shoes, baby
until they had prepared their meals.
Trucks and Passenger
carriage tires, etc.
However, at this time, Vincent’s
keen sense of humor, her zest for
Hugh E. Hatch, Camden.
Chairmen of salvage committee
living and her capacity for enjoy
John T. Probasco, Camden.
are asked to co-operate with this
ing little things made life an ad
Mrs. Edith Young. Warren.
drive
in every possible way and
venture.
Although prematurely
Rev.
Roy
A.
Welker,
Rockland.
specifically
as follows:
grown up in her emotions and in
Russell
E.
Tabbutt.
Thomaston.
1
—
If
you
live in a city, see your
tellect Vincent had not yet discov
ered the futility of questioning the
Gunnard Matson, Thomaston.
mayor or city manager at once
“hooded Why” nor learned that Ivan E. Calderwood, Vinalhaven. and get him to issue a proclama
“that shape will not reply.” The
Ernest W. Maxey, Camden.
tion. calling for public support of
frivolity of her nature saved her
the rubber collection campaign, his
from her genius. The long mirror George B. Davis. Rockland.
in the Tufts’ front hall could testify
George L. O’Brien, Thomaston.
proclamation to point out to the
to the times Vincent pirouetted be
Freeman Harriman, Friendship.
citizens of your community that
fore it, admiring a new dress or
Mikko
Lofman,
Rockvville.
they should search out and
sash, or a pair of red shoes.
Thomas R. Winston, Sc. Hope.
promptly deliver to the nearest
Vincent was a member of several
clubs. One was called The Huckle
Tide Water Areo Oil Co., Rock gasoline filling station every avail
berry Finners. another the Sunday land.
able pound and ounce of scrap
Afternoon Tea club; still another
Ralph
Clark.
Rockland.
rubber.
the Genethod. She took part in
Charles
E.
Rhodes,
Jr.,
Rockport.
2—If your committee has accu
nearly every amateur play produced
in Camden, attended dances, church
Franklin H. Clough, Rockport.
mulated any scrap rubber, or is
socials, practiced her piano les
Samuel F. Miller Thomaston.
about to accumulate any during
sons, climbed Mt. Battie to watch Gordon E. Burgess, Rockland.
this two weeks’ period, it should
the sunsets, went swimming and
be disposed of promptly to your
rowing. And all this time she was
FATHER'S DAY FLOWER
leading that other life«in the world
gasoline filling station. Even waste
of books and dreams.
Sunday. June 21. is Father’s Day. dealers in your ccmm’unity should
This was the girl Millay, before
she was able to recognize and and the National Father's Day be urged to turn over their scrap
translate the “voice from out the Committee suggests the wearing rubber through this medium as
burning bush,” when her winged of a red rose for living tribute, a they can thereby be assued of
thoughts were beating against the white rose for remembrance, in prompt transportation of the rub
walls of her inarticulation. Now honor of the fathers of the naticn. ber to vital industries and. more
she has caught up with her genius
Wh»*r«. carnations were worn in important, it will provide definite
and fame has overtaken her.
■ honor of Mother’s Day, the rose. factual information as to the
A poet wrote:
How beautiful te youth, mow bright flower of the month of June, soon amount of scrap rubber available
it gleams. ,
With its illusions, aspirations. became the accepted symbol of in every town and city of the na
Father’s Day. This tribute first tion.
dreams.”
But often it ls the older person became popular in the West and
3— Confer with your local gaso
who sees the gleam, while to the Middle West and today, has been 1 line dealer or representative and
younger illusions are more apparent extended to all points in the I offer the co-operation of your
and dreams do not materialize.
This gin could be gay and seri United States, and in several committee to aid the drive by'
ous, frivolous and argumentative, foreign countries.
every means at your command.

The tempo of the war constant
ly accelerates.
The voices of
those who protest the sacrifices in
volved here at home have a more
and more hollow ring. Refuge
behind the admitted inefficiency
and inconsistency of many of
those in high positions no longer
has a satisfying sound.
No one disputes the mistakes,
the errors and the neglect that
always seem incident to a gigantic
war effort as our entire economy is
transformed. If any individual is
going to wait until perfection In
achievement and sacrifice is at
tained by every one of our 130 mil
lion fellow Americans then he may
as well recognize that very little
will be acomplished.
"How much can I get along with
out? is the question each must
ask, combined with a certain sense
of sorrow for those who do not
sense the glory of sacrifice when
our boys are offering everything
far away across the seas.
A letter from Australia telling of
the one gallon of gasoline a week
allowed to certain civilians there
and a joke about the discovery of
the function of their legs helps to
restore one’s sense of proportion
and makes it rather difficult to
conduct an argument on whether
we here at home should have three
or six gallons of gasoline a week.
Rubber a Primary Problem

Let us always remember that
rubber Is the primary problem and
there is nothing to indicate that
civilians will get additional rubber
at any time within the next two
years. Meanwhile a situation may
arise next Summer where every
scrap of rubber we can rake and
scrape may be vital to cur war ef
fort. We shall then be grateful
fcr everything we have been able to
save.
Fortunate to Have Moran

l). S. 0. DRi

The chief thing that will count
is the feeling that on the part of
those in authority there is a desire
to distribute the burdens as equit
ably as possible and without selfish
discrimination in favor of any in
dividuals or any groups. On this
kind cf administration by Call
Moran the State of Maine may
confidently count because of his
record of public service over a
period of many years.

••-o-
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General Chairma
zens To Partic
n’l

War Production Board

E. C. Hyde of Falmouth has now
taken over as Maine Administrator
for the War Production Board and
his dynamic energy and interest in
Maine problems is already begin
ning to manifest itself. Decentral
ization of the War Production pro
gram is back of the creation of this
new office in order that problems
may be settled so far as possible in

CZ.

The American merchant seaman, the man who risks his life to move
precious war cargoes across the seas—the man whose uniform is of icn
just an old cap, a faded shirt, and a pair of oil-spotted pants—now has a
badge of service that distinguishes him like other members of the

Nation's fighting forces.

Here is one of them displaying liis new budge

Victory,'' the Maritime emblem is in the form of a silver eagle witli
wings upthrust in Victory “V’’ form.
(See inset.)

The revolutionary program cf
price control which is now being
inaugurated throughout the coun
try will begin to be more and more
widely felt. Everyone must appre
ciate the magnitude of the problem
and the interference with our nor
mal ways of life. Maine is very
fortunate in having Hon. E. Carl
Has Increased
Moran, Jr. of Rockland, former
The
impact
of war hasn’t
Member of Congress from the Sec
sobered
up
the
nation,
but appar
ond Congressional District, and
former member of the Maritime ently is sending millions of drink
Ccmmission as Price Administrator ers back for seconds- and thirds,
National Woman's Christian Tem
for the State of Maine.
Carl Moran is one of the few men perance Union indicated in Evans
who have voluntarily retired from ton, Ill.
On the basis of figures on the
lucrative and attractive positions
in public life—first as a Member of consumption of intoxicating bev
Congress, and second as a member erages for the first eight months
of the Maritime Commission, in of the fiscal year, the W.C.T.U.
both of which positions he received projected them to July 1 and esti
salaries of ten thousand dollars a mated that two billion gallons will
have been sold for the year. This
year.
would
be an increase of 17.7 per
He retired in part because
cent
over
the 1943-41 total.
of his love for life in the State of
Although
imports of distilled
Maine and for the simple enduring
spirits
and
wines
have been vir
satisfactions that it affords. He
tually
cut
off,
domestic
products
returns new to public life in this
crisis as his contribution to our have shown increases of as much
as 20.1 percent, M!rs. Ida B. Wise
war effort.
The former Congressman has Smith, W.C.T.U. president, pointed
demonstrated his capacity as an ’ out.
This total indicates that an
administrator and will build an or
average
of 65 quarts of alcoholic
ganization that will be well calcu
beverages
for every man. woman
lated to administer the price con
and
child
in the United States is
trol program with a minimum of
irritation and a maximum of serv being consumed annually—or an
ice to the great objective which the average of l'l quarts per per
son per week.
program has in view.
"The efforts of the liquor trade
Maine merchants may count
to
entice thousands of new persons
upon his sympathetic understand
ito
regular drinking,” said Mrs.
ing of their problems which are
Smith,
"are showing results. With
recognized as very great. The ad
the
brewing
industry openly de
ministrator will require every bit
of sympathy and support possible claring its intention to make cus
not only because cf the lack of ex tomers of the boys in service
perience back of the orders and di camps, we can expect that the
rections which will be issued from rate of alcohol consumption w-ill
Washington which are not always continue to increase/’
adapted to the conditions that pre
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
vail in the State of Maine with six
hundred communities scattered
The mid-week service will be held
over 30,000 square miles and means Wednesday at 7.30 at the Finnish
of communication and distribution Congregational Church. The Chris
very different from the great met tian Endeavorers will meet Thurs
day from 7 to 8 in the church. Elea
ropolitan areas.
This must be a case of live and nor Nelson will be the leader. A
let live and of each individual— special service will be held Sunday
whether a consumer or a distributor at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
—striving to conform so far as Mathew Torpacka. Refreshments
practicable to the spirit of the pro will be served, beginning at 12
gram which we are trying to carry o’clock. Weather permitting, the
service will be held outside.
into effect.

We’Ve Not Soberer

Shows How Drinking

Commander:
Three
'.-in. ii
stripes.
Lieutenant Commander: Two
inch stripes with one ‘4-inch stripe
between the other two
■Lieutenant: Two ‘a-inch stripe'
Lieutenant (Junior Grade 1: one
'st-inch stripe with one '.-men
stripe above it.
Ensign: One ’(--inch stripe
In addition to the insignia ol
rank, officers wear »■« inch above
the golden stripes a "corps device
Most common of the'-e is the livepointed gold star, denoting a lm.
cfficer." Medical officers, denial
officers, supply officers, chaplain.naval constructors, and civil . n
gineers have various other de-rn
chiefly oak leaves and acorns

You Should Know ’Em
How To Distinguish Officers
In the Army and Navy
Forces

In these days when so many
representatives of the Army and
Navy are to be seen in this and
neighboring parts it is highly
proper that readers of The Cou
rier-Gazette should be able to
distinguish the ranks, at least of
creators.
Mr. Hyde has in the Ma ne pic the principal officers. And here is
ture somewhat the same responsi the list, which it woud be well to
bility as Donald Nelson in the na preserve.
tional picture—I. e., to see to It
Army
tliat Maine resources and energies Insignia Worn on Each Shoulder
are harnessed 100 percent to thp
General: Four silver stars.
war effort and that no possibility is
Lieutenant General: Three stars
overlooked for the smallest com
Major General: Two stars.
munity to pull its share of the
Brigadier General: One star.
load. In this way 130 million
Colonel: Silver eagle.
Americans will develop an irresist
Lieutenant Colonel: Silver leaf.
ible power and Germany and Japan
Major: Gold leaf.
will realize the mobilized might of
Captain: Two silver bars.
an aroused America and we shall
Lieutenant: One silver bar.
measurably advance the day when
Second Lieutenant: One gold
the boys come marching home.
bar.
Sleeve Insignia
Sergeant: Three stripes.
Corporal: Two stripes.
Private First Class: One stripe^
Head of National W. C. T. U.
Officer’s Collar Insignia

withheld from direct bem
men of distant points anti

Bearing the inscription “Ships for

to a soldier, a sailor, and a marine.

the field.

In a certain sense as personal
representative of Donald Nelson,
"Ed’’ Hyde will have tremendous
power as well as responsibility so
far as Maine is concerned.
It should be clearly understood
that the nature cf the responsibili
ties of Mr. Hyde are quite different
and considerably broader than those
of the Office of Contract Distribu
tion which was established six
months ago and has not worked out
as satisfactorily as was hoped by its

S. Maritime Commission Photo.

Knox County’s US.O
starts Monday according i
received lrom Chairman
Bird and will continue
county quota of $6CM i
The campangn will rea
hamlet and town in the
trictic effort to raise tiie
essential to tiie men of (
ing forces.
An interesting part of
U. S. O national program
pe"centage of the contribi:

A TIMELY THOUGHT AND
MOVEMENT
An excellent movement is being
sponsored by the church women of
! this citv to be cf service to strangers
I within our gates. Tcday we have
[ many soldiers and sailors and s me
j lonely officers who will appreciate
i a reading room and some re: tful
place to lounge.

The delightful room at the yacht
club has been offered to the ladies
lor this purpose and plans are now
going forward for the organization
Each branch In the Army has
cf committees to serve and ways and
its own collar insignia, ranging means to make Rcckland a homelike
from crossed rifles for the infantry place for these w;ho are stationed
to a lyre with U. S. superimposed hete.

for the band. There are 37 of
In many ways this excellent plan
these at the present time.
can be developed for bringing into
Navy
our churches, our social life, our
Insignia worn on the sleeve by civic high standards and our hemps
men and boys who need and merit
officers of the rollowing ranks:
Admiral: One 2-inch stripe with our interest and cur protecting in
fluence. Let us all as mothers of
three ’/--inch stripes above it.
Vice Admiral: One 2-inch stripe men give to this fine movement
with two !£-inch stripes above it. our understanding and our best
Rear Admiral: One 2-inch stripe efforts and our help when asked, re
with one *4-inch stripe above it. membering “In as much as ye have
Commodore: One 2-lnch stripe. done it to the least of these my
(Many still living, but rank no brethren, (or the greatest! ye have
doift it unto me.”
K. S F.
longer appointed by the Navy.)

26 FOOT MOTOR
FOR SALE, $12
The 26 font motor boa1
belong'd to mv late busban
sale.
The boat is in |>erl<
ditlon,
readv
for
servix
pleasure eraft. Inbstertvit;
ini;.
Included ls paint,
oil and usual equipment

Engine already to asseml
lobster lioist.

MRS. H w. andr:
TEL. ROCKLAND 334
Write, Care Spruce Heai

AiR
A Word
TWO BLAST

an ALERT sign;

TWO MINUT
a standard pu
AIR RAID.

A ONE MINE
is a standard A]
The two min
universal and
are in Rocklanc
nal will always
Raid alarm.
The fire alari
used as an Air

Mobilization Si

All Civilian
on Alert Signal

Twenty-two

times.
Traffic and

but with cautio!

SCRAP Rl

AL
ByROi
Every house in th
ber will be paid for at

Uncle Sam says

will be received.

many are eligible for new cars

... if you are, buy

Havi

If you need a spei
for your scrap rubber-

TEIJ

ESSO MARI
HOW

todtfac

fart>rfa

Following tii
members of this|

whether regular
etc.) afforded by j

WAR
HOW TO BUY A NEW* 1942 PONTIAC
1° addition to physicians, nurses,
ministers and those in certain civic
services, «// persons dirtctly or m-

modern, economical transportation
If you are in any way connected

directly connected with the war's
prosecution are eli«ible to purchase

■with a war activity—or ij yur
present cor should bt replaced—

a new car. This reculation has
behind it the patriotic purpose of
enablins these persons to replace
worn and inefficient cars with

come i n. We will help you determ i ne
whether you are eligible, and then
help you get a "certificate of pur

chase'' on a new Pontiac.

Proper blanl
triotic service thj
our communities
Residential
Further details aj

members.
Federal regj

* Produced late io 1941. Now. Pontiac is buiUmt tnkng but arm for victory

. aui

CHOOSING A NEW car today compels you to

£V

Francis D. Orne

look ahead, because it may have to serve you for
a long, long time. If ever a car was “tailor made” for

these conditions, it’s the 1942 Pontiac. Thanks to fine

4^00/ "At

—in BOSTON

engineering, Pontiac can be expected to deliver miles of
economical, trouble-free operation, plus remarkable tire

Hara to o hotel for poraaaont and transient gueota away from tho
bustle of tho commercial hotol, in a quiet. rootful atmoophoro you'll
enjoy. Only 6 minutee to downtown Boston by rapid transit Family
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No Uguor eo/cL

$3 —double from $5 — suites from 91
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate Weet
Mgr.

Boom and bath from

conservation. Pontiac is still priced just above the lowest
and can be purchased on convenient monthly terms.

C. W. Hopkins, Ine. C. W. Hopkins, Inc. Harold C. Ralph
712

MAIN

ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

12 BAYVIEW ST.

ROUTE NO. 1

CAMDEN, ME.

WALDOBORO, RE

Edward W. Berr
Cochran, Baker «u
Elmer C. Davis
Clarence F. Joy
M. F. Lovejoy
WARREJ
Sidney Copeland

